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Independent People's Ticket Nominated Last Night
STRONG INDEPENDENT
TICKET NOMINATED
Childers for Mayor, Brizendine for Clerk, and Skarda for
Treasurer Endorsed. Curless, Sellers, - McFarlin and
Gurley for Aldermen. Resolutions Regarding $35,000
Bond Issue and Other Matters Adopted.
The heads of the Democratic.
Republican and Socialist parties
in Clovis are supporters of the
Independent ticket, because they
are tired of this "two men rule
the town" system. The men
nominated for aldermen are all
prominent business men who
own property and have been
closely identified with the best
interests of the city for years.
Mr. Curless of the first ward has
never been too busy with his
own affairs, but that he had
time to put in some effective
work for the city. Any chairman of the Chamber of Commerce will verify the statement
that Mr. Curless was one of the
mainstays in the organization
and one who could be called upon
and depended upon at a'l times,
to do all he could for the upbuildThe
ing of the community.
same might te said of the other
nominees, though they have not
been so intimately associated
with the "booster" organiza-

t

Independent People's
Ticket
1st Ward
Bert Curless
2nd Ward
Joe Sellers
3rd Ward
J. A. McFarlin
4th Ward
A. L. Gurley

Dissatisfaction among the majority of business men and tax
payers of Clovis, in tke selection
of some aldermen on the citizens
ticket and the endorsement of
some "I am running the town"
supporters of that ticket, were
the chief facto, s that led to the
nomination of an INDEPEN
DANT PEOPLES TICKET at a
mass meeting of citizens and
tax payers held at the- Elks lodge
hall last night. The statement
of those who for personal or
Helfish motives dubbed the move-methat of "disgruntled wets
and socialists," is not one of
facts. If the News thought that
prohibition had anything to do
with the matter, we would re
fuse to be a party to it, but it
DOES NOT and CANNOT, because the prohibition question
was settled last month for a
period of FOUR YEARS and
there will bo at least another
city election and poisibly two
before it could be revived in any
instance.
K. C. Childers was endorsed
or in other words nominated on
the Independent ticket
mayor because he was thought
to be well qualified for the place
and no opposition ever developed
against his nomination.
The
same is true of the city clerk
and city treasurer, though some
by the other
dissatisfaction
banks against the treasurer was
n evidence.
nt

fivir tn
sum-onl-
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Prof. D. N. Croft, A. B. Austin.
K. 0. Childers, F. E. Meyers
and C. B. Clegg.

g

CONDITIONS IN MEXICO
ARE MORE SERIOUS

No Wonder
Is there any wonder that the Two

old regime in the administration
of city affairs is satisfactory to
the Journal, whan Dr. Dillon,
owner of the paper is city phy
sician and Jack Hull, editor, is

city councilman and also city
printer. When the nominee on
the Citzens ticket for city treasurer was not satisfactory to the
bapks, they did not hesitate to
speak out in meeting. Of course
no one spoke about the citv print
ing or the position of city physi- cia i and health officer. No one,
nave perhaps the New wan et d
the doctors weiei t era ted in the
other matters aid it would'nt
have been ethical to have nun
tioned it. Are the people any
more interested in the city deposits than thev are in he other
matters? Perhaps not. After
all it generally depends upon
1

whose ox in Kored.

nec-mr-

t

McFarlin Builds Brick
J. A. McFarlin, the Grand
Avn ue groceryman, is building
a t vo story brick extension to
his beautiful brick store building
on the comer of Grand Avenue

Thousand Carranza Soldiers Join Villa Forces, and
Fear that
Cut Wires Behind American Commander.
Other Mexicans will Join Outlaw and that General
War will Result Sherman Wants 50,000 Volunteers.
The New Bank

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
will open for business on central
Main street Saturday March 25.

The building has been entirely
remodeled to suit the needs of
an institution of this kind and it
is a model of beauty and convenience,
It is douotful if anything in New Mexico can excel
the interior finishing and decorating. The new fixtures which
arrived this week and have been
put into place, are of oak and
They
white Italian marble.
represent quite an investment.
S. A. Jones, who was for a
time connected with the First
National Bank, is cashier and
Petree is assistant cashier.
Their policy will be strictly
banking, extending to the public
every courtesy consistent with
conservative banking methods.
George W. Sinjfleton is president
and C. E Dennis and J. A.
The
Lit ta are Vice presidents.
stockholders are all substantial
business men of Clovis and
successful ranchman ef Curry

uid
Street. The ex
tension will extend to the alley
and will ufford him ample room
to d.'wlay his stock to a greater
advai.tntft. Mr. McFarlin is a
popu ar groceryman and enjoys County.
a bin trade
i

Cash Grocery Moves

A Big Airdome.

The Cash Grocery, which was
formerly o vned by W. D. Busby
by A. B
but recently purcha-ieGrocery
has
Model
Austin of the
moved into the Carter building
on tne corner of Main and

Again the Hardwicks, who are
owners of the Lyceum and the
Unique, have demonstrated their
ability to keep abreast with the
times and to cater to public demands for entertainment, by
commencing the erection of a
large airdome on north Main
street between the old Journal
building and tne new Highway
garage. This is an expensive
investment as the new open air
amusement place is to be one of
the very best that money can
buy and' will be comfortably
seated and well lighted. Score
anotherone for Clovis and Hard
wick enterprise.

Hac-erman-

Robert Brne. Frank Magee
and G orge Birdsall of Havener
were in th city on business
has three
Tuesday. Mr.
of corn for
hundred
which he negotiated a sale.
Ivan Bridges, the pharmacist
employed wi'h the
who has
Southwestern Drug st re for several years has resignel and ac
cepteda position with tha new
City Drug store on central main
Ma-re-

bu-be-

ls

street.

Press dispatches today tell ef
the joining of the forces ef General Herrera, military Governor
of Chihuahua, with those of the
bandit Villa and that more are
on the verge of a mutiny against
the Carranza government.
The telegraph wires behind
General Pershing have been cut
in many places and the wireless
out of order, making communication with the front impossible.
Senator Sherman of Illinois haa
introduced a resolution in congress asking for 50,000 volunteers as he anticipates more
trouble. Troops are being rushed from all parts of the country
to the berder as the situation is
assuming serious propcrtions.
The advance guard of the American troops are close on the heels
of the Villa forces near tne
Sierra Madre mountains and
clashes are believed 'to have alA captured
ready occurred,
Villa bandit teports that Villa
promised each of his bandits an
American woman i f enough
could be taken in .Columbus
around.
General Sherman in discussing
the purpose of hia resolution
said:
"I wish now to warn those in
authority in the executive department that we are trifling
with the lives of men, with the
safety of our border states and
with 'our' national honor more
than some seem to appreciate.
"If it be neglected, the delay
then in a crisis will be a blunder
and the kind of a blunder that
is worse than a crime. The best
method of redeeming ourselves
from disaster is to be prepared
disaster arrives.
before
That is the purpose of this
resolution."
te-g-

the

J. W. Manning, candidate for
county commissioner from
district, .was in the city
The scare over the smallpox
matters Saturday.
business
on
epidemic hae about subsided.

WHY BUY EARLY ?
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for

A

such

issuance f bonds in sued
for
as mty b
the improvements mentioned
To this mi I we deem itexnedi
ent and so recommend that a
committee be appointed consist-tinof five taxpayer; sai l committee lo investigate in- - matter
of improvements as cmremplat-ed- ;
the sum they consider ne
essary
tocomolete such improve
tions,
W II. Duckworth was selected ments and to report in writing
of thd lat
as chairman of the meeting and on or before the da'e
Cl'vunevn-papers- ,
publication
oflhi
Fritz B. Herod as Secretary.
prior to (he date of
The following aldermen were
election, in order that such re
"
nominated:
port can be published and the
1st ward, Bert Curless
public enlightened on this sub
2nd ward, Joe Sellers
ject. That we believe such an
3rd ward, J. A. McFarlin
investigation and report is nec
4th ward, A. L. Gurley.
essary in order for the tax piy-erRESOLUTIONS
to vote intelligently on the
Resolutions offered by A. E, issue.
Be it resolved further; that we
Curren were freely discused and
unanimously adopted. Those in-- 1 believe that the salaries paid
terested in the proposed increase some City employes are
in the water and light charges excessive and that reductions
and the $35,000 bond issue real- might in some instances be made
ized that now is the time and without reducing the efficiency
that that was the place to dis- of the service rendered.
Further, that it is to sense of
cuss the matter. It is needless
to state that the people of Clo- this meeting that all jobs for
to
vis own the $125,000 water and City work bd let bv
light plants and are paying the lowest reap insib e bidJe an I
taxes upon that issue. To issue that the expenses be re luced to
$35,000 more is t o impose a the minimu'n.
Those appointed on the co n
burden of $100,000 taxation up
on the property owners of Clo mittee of investigUion were

-

.

it is time that thepeoplo
were aroused to the situation.
The purpose of the appointment
of a committee is to determine.
if possible, if the amount asked
for is needed or excessive and
to enlighten the public on the
matter before the day of voting.
Following is the resolution
adopted:
Be it hereby resolved and that
it is the sense of this meeting
that the candidates here nominated on the INDEPENDENT
PEOPLES TICKET shall pledge
themselves to support the following issues to wit:
That we favor a reduction in
the water and light charges in
so far as it is practical to reduce
them; that we favor an extension of the water and sewerage
lines to meet our requirements
and that additional fire plugs be
located so as to afford better
protection, in the outlying dis
tricts, but that a bood Usue of
$35,000 my be excessive for

vis and

Maybe you think a retailer is selfish in advising you to buy early in the
season. But the truth of the matter is that you gain as much or more than
he does. First of all, you have a wider selection of stock to choose from
you get what you want when you want it.
Then you make a better investment by buying at the beginning of the
season, because you get a full season's wear out of the clothes
And furthermore, you create the impression among your friends that you
in your dress. That helps both in business and socially.
are right
Think it over. Then come in and see our Spring stock of Clothcraft
Clothes and men's Furnishings.
up-to-da- te
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Mandell Glothing and Dry Goods Gompany
'THE STORE OF QUALITY"
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MASK FOR ENGINEERS
GREATER
DEGREE
8AFETY ON RAILROADS.

MEANS
.

fl$

trf-
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NO ADVANCE IN TRAIN SPEED

Prohibitive Operating Expenses Have
Effectually Prevented
Ineresse.
OF

There Is no question about the fact
that greater power can be concentrat-

ed In an electric locomotive than In

the Cab at All one operated by steam, but it does
Times Has a Clear View of the
not follow that railroad comianies
Track Obstruction Not
will accelerate the speed of their
Possible.
trains because they have conveniently
the power necessary to do so.
A few years ago an engineer on a
Within one decade after the locoCanadian railroad was tried for killing motive first began hauling regular
several passengers as a result of a trains the world was Informed that
rear-encollision botween his engine the speed of 100 miles an hour would
and a passenger train ahead. His de- be achieved by railway trains In the
fense was simply that the weather was near future. When years elapsed and
40 degrees below sero, a
wind the 100 miles an hour velocity was
was blowing, the severity of which not achieved, people Interested put
was greatly increased by the speed of down a mile a minute, or 60 miles an
his train and it was a human Impos- hour, as the common speed of the
sibility to withstand the cold long coming railway operating, but even
enough to get even a glimpse ahead that pace never became common, but
from the open window. The other was attained for short distances on
windows were so lncrusted with ice particular trains.
Ever since the steam locomotive
that they might as well have been
By Its Use

III

i

the Man

In

. . i n HnAIII
imiiiih
iirninR in1
a i tn uHiu unuw
satasi

RICH III CANADA
Proves Falseness o)
Statements as to Onerous
Taxation and Conscription.

Testimony

"The attempt to check emigration
from the United States to our pralrU
provinces by publishing alarming statements about the enormous war taxes
that are being paid here $500 on a
quarter section yearly about forcing
young men to enlist for the war;
any old
about the cold, no crops and
story thot by their extravagant boldness might Influence men and women
from venturing north to Canada, Is really In tho llBt of curios to our people.
Knowing tho country, we can hardly
take It seriously. Our governments,
t
however, dominion and provincial, ara
was developed to approach to
capacity it has been practicable to taking stops to expose the false staterun light trains at speeds approximate- ments that are being made, and there,
pace, but that by keop the channel open for continu.
ly the
speed has been rarely Indulged in. Ing the stream of settlers tnat has
operat. been flowing to us for the past decade.
Those familial with
Ing are aware that effecting high speed We have thought to assist In this
Is expensive to railway companies and work, and to do so purpose giving,
that the people enjoying the luxury from time to time, actual experiences
are not inclined to pay for the extra of Americans who have come to
expense Incurred. It may be affirmed Saskatchewan during late years. We
give the statements of two farmers lawithout fear of succpssful contradic
tion that all the luxury trains run at this Issue as follows:
speeds of more than 60 miles an hour
STATEMKNT OP M. P. TYSDAL
have been sources of loss to the com
I lived near Lee, Illinois, for 41
panles operating them.
years. 1 came to Saskatchewan In the
About the beginning of the present spring of 1912 and bought land neat
century an agitation was carried on Briorcrest. I have farmed this land,
In Prussia In favor of omploylng elec 1,680 acres, ever since. I have bad
trie locomotives for maintaining high grand crops In 1914 I had 100 acres
speed on what was known as the Her
of wheat that yielded 40 bushels to
Sectional View of the Engineer's Safe- lin
Zossen railway. The engines
acre. I sold this wheat at 11.60
ty Mask, Showing Its Effect en Air provided were very powerful and met the
per
bushel.
Waves.
the requirement of hauling an express
I like the country and my neighbors.
train for three hours at a speed of
quarter section (1(0
solid walls for all that could be seen 74.8 miles an hour. The required per My taxes on each
acres) are about $32 a year. This cov
through them.
formance was achieved day after day, ers municipal tax, school tax, ball InThe engineer won his own case on but It destroyed the track so rapidly
There it as
the strength of his testimony, but as that the experiment had to be aban surance tax everything.
I like the lawa la
a result of the cbbb a mask waa in- doned after a few weeks, and it will war tax,
compulsion to
vented which eliminates the discom- not likely be repeated unless some force here. There is no
as Independway.
I
nm
any
Just
In
me
looking
In
cold
forward
bitter
forts o'
other new substance more durable ent here as I was In Illinois, and I feel
weather and givos the engineer a clear than steel Is discovered and used In
well
I
and unobstructed vision, without even railroad construction. Railway and that my family and are Just as
protected by the laws of the provlnoa
glass Intervening.
The result Is se- Locomotive Engineering.
as we were In our old home In Illinois.
cured by deflecting the air currents
What I earn here is my own. I have
downward as they enter the mask, and PROVIDE
FOR PURE WATER seven children and they take thelf
by forming a suction or draft at the
places at school, In spurts and at all
bottom all air Is drawn away from the
Rallroada Hsvs 8ystem Which Pro public gatherings the same as the
engineer's face. So perfect are the revides for Efficient Sterilization of
Canadian born.
sults secured that a match held at
Its Water Coolers.
(Signed) M. P. TYSDAL.
the back of the shield burns steadily.
February 9th, 1916.
The space between the deflecting parIn
Precautions against accidents
titions at the top and those at the bot- railway travel by the efficient Inspec- STATEMENT OF STEVE SCHWEITZ-UKIIOEtom of the mask Is open and it is tion and maintenance of roadbeds and
I was born In Wisconsin, but moved
through this space that the engineer rolling stock are not the only ways In
secures a clear view of the track which railroad companies are coming with my parents when a boy to
I was there farmahead.
to safeguard the interests of their pa- Stephen Co., Iowa.
The device Is being generally adopt- trons. One of the large eastern roads ing for 60 years. I sold my land then
ed by Canadian railroads as a safety has In force a rule that evory water for over $200 an acre. I moved to
Saskatchewan, and located near Brier-cremeasure and for the greater comfort
In the spring of 1912. I bought
of their englnemen. Scientific Amera half soctlnn of land. I have good
ican.
,
neighbors. I feel quite at home hers
the same as In Iowa. We have per
Greater 8afety.
feet safety and no trouble In living us
The mere introduction of special
to the laws In force. My taxes are
safety devices, and of machinery and
about $65 a year, on the half section
materials which, while primarily defor everything.
signed to give stability and long servWheat
I have had splendid crops.
ice, make for safety also, would give
in 1915 yielded me over 60 bushels to
us little ground to hope for equaling
the acre. That Is more than I ever
the beet European standards, if railhad In Iowa and vet the land there
road heads were not also consciencosts four times as much aa It does
tiously eager to insure their workers
here. The man who comes here now
The
and patrons against accident.
and buys land at $50 an acre or less
vicissitudes of railway history, moregets a bargain.
over, show forcibly that the safety of
ISIened) 8. 8CHWE1TZBEROER.
any particular line Is determined by
February 9th. 1916"
the general efficiency of Its adminis-February,
Farmer,
Saskatchewan
tration. A road that is being finan1916.
Advertisement.
cially exploited or run by Incompetent
officials is certain to have such a recw.yM.w..v.4i
It
Wisdom of Experlenee.
ord of accidents as that of the New
Little Lerauol (reading) Say, paw,
Haven several years ago. Only by
the raising of general standards of cooler In every passenger car on the what Is a prolonged conflict?
Paw It's something you'll never be
railway administration can we have entire system must he thoroughly
any permanent guaranty of greater sterilised once every week. This Is able to understand, son, until after
safety. But this is no reason why done by passing a hose Into the tanks you grow up and get married.
problems concerned with safety should and forcing steam Into them and
not have special and careful study, through their dralu pipes. This both
begiven with greater
cleans and purifies the coolers and FRUIT LAXATIVE
tween different roads than we have keeps them free from contamination.
yet had.
After the operation has been per
formed, each tank is marked so that
CHILD
it shows when sterilized and who did
"First Things" In Railroading.
The Erie railroad, the first great the work. Popular Mechanics Maga
east and west trunk line, Is cred'ted zine.
"California Syrup of Figs" canl
with many of the "first things" done by
harm tender stomach,
was
country.
the
H
Limitations.
Personal
In
this
railroads
Carlyle said: "Not one false man
liver and bowels.
first railroad In the world to dispatch
mischief."
Its train by telegraph; ran the first but does unaccountable
Every mother realizes, after giving
emigrant train over the rails, also the And to be false all one has to do Is
first cattle train and the first milk to trample upon some moral law. her children "California Syrup of
train; was the first railroad In the There la a popular Idea that one can Pigs" that this Is their Ideal laxative,
wnrM tn me a bell cord. The first do that with Impunity; that one can because they love Its pleasant taste
excursion train in the United States do as be pleases, so he does not in- and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
was run over the Erie from Goshen, fringe upon the rights of others; and little stomach, liver and bowels withN. T.. to New York city, July 4. 1842. that Is true rvhen we consider that out griping.
When cross. Irritable, feverish, of
The first experiment ever made with every man Is Interested In every other
sleeping cars was made by the Erie, man obeying the moral laws. No man breath I. bad, stomach sour, took at
the company building two the "Erie" can lie, cheat, swear, get drunk, sbuse the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
and the "Ontario" in 1843. They his wife, gamble or In any way pollute teaspoon ful of this harmless "fruit
croself without Inflicting an Injury to laxative," and in a few hours all tto
preceded the Pullmans.
those about him. We boast much of foal, constipated waste, aonr bile aa4
liberty, not seeming to think that when undigested food passes out of tho bow
Lord Alvsrstons Early Riser.
we trample upon God's laws we are ola, and yon have a well, playful eh 04
When at the bar the late Lord
npon the rights of every- again. When Its little system Is fall
was an enthusiastic early trampling
body around us. There Is nc worse of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
to
know
seemed
never
and
he
riser,
tyrant in a community than the man diarrhoea. Indigestion, colio rememthe meanlnc of fatigue. He Invariably who violates the moral law. Mankind
ber, a good "Inside cleaning" should
in
o'clock
six
and
rose between five
Is so bound together In a mystic Influthe morning, and he used to digest nis ence that a barm to one la a harm to always bo tho first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
hrlnfa for the day before he com
all and no man can be false to him- lyrap of Figs" bandy; they know m
menced breakfast. On one occasion
self without being falae to everybody toaspoonful today saves a sick child
ho arranmri a consultation With a Jun
tomorrow. Ask at tho store for a 10
a. tn.. and to keep the ap else.
inr at
osat bottle of "California Syrup of
pointment the young man stayed up
Lucky Frenrh Fishermen.
figs," which baa directions for babies,
all night This, of course, is a version
The French fishing fleet off the children of all agea and grown-unf ha fnllnrn ntnrv about Barham, the
writer of "Ingoldaby Legends," who, Newfoundland banks made during 1915 prtnted on tho bottto. Adv.
when pulled up for not attending morn- the greatest catch of fish ever recordThe oameMa was carried from Japaa
ing chapel at seven o'clock, replied ed in proportion to the number of ves
"Well, sir, the fact Is you are too late sels employed. The fleet, consisting to Fraaoo by a missionary named Ks
for me. I find that if I don't get to of 11 steam trawlers and 25 sailing
bed by five or six o'clock I'm lit for vessels, caught 23,294,428 pounds of
Tho osar of Russia nasi an ktooms of
cod.
nothing the next day."
aboot $80 a antanto.
d
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turrets of the Pennsylvania, latest of Uncle Sam's dreadnoughts
This li one of the three-guInset Is a portrait of Capt. H. R. Wilson, who hat been appointed to command the vessel.
n
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There has been much lighting on Persian soil and the army of that country has been mobilized for some time.
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This Is
lew of Trebliond. the Turkish port on the Black sea toward which the Russians have been
since the capture of Enerum.
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RIDDING SALONIKI OF SPIES

FORMING IRISH REGIMENT
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Edmund Burke, a well kuow.. Irish
baritone, la forming an Irish volunteer
regiment as a part of the Canadian
expeditionary forces now quartered
at Ottawa. He has the rank of major
rf.ptaln.
Forgotten Carta.
"You take a great deal of pleasure
tn your motor car."
"Yes," replied Mr. Chuggins. "It
lakes my mind off many of my troubles. I'm so buay thinking about the
price of gasoline that I no longer pay
any attention to the high cost of Uv
Ing."

Espionage was an easy matter In Saioniki and made matters dlfllcult for
the allies until stringent measures for Its suppression were taken recently.
The photograph shows a Ornish patrol bringing Into camp a captured spy.

BITS OF INFORMATION
The earliest writer to concelre of
the Idea of a rotating earth waa
a Greek, who lived In the fifth
century before Christ The same man,
Phil-olau-

on purely philosophical principles, also
hit on the Idea of the sun as the center of our system, an Idea that bad to
wait 2,000 years for confirmation, until
Copernicus came In 1540.
According to the annual report of
O. N. Joslin, police court Judge and
Justice of the peace of Nlckerson, Kan.,
only 26 cents In fees waa collected
In the two courts during the year,
Annoying.
"Are yon oyer troubled with black and this was obtained through the
communication of an oath. In the
spots before your eyesr
"I should say so. Only last night I year only one case was tried In the
heart flush and I police court and one In the Justice
waa trying to fill
court.
grew Ue ten of dubs."

Probably no Indian word has attained a greater connotation of polite
distinction than Tuxedo, derived from
P'taukseettough.
"the place of the
bears," and rrnJurinB. as It does,
visions of collar advertisements,
young men playing billiards and gayly clothed outdoor blade)
betting on blooded horses.
A biological expedition to the island
of Santo Domingo will be undertake)
next fall by Prof. J. Q. Needbam of tas)
department of entomology In the oo
lege of agriculture, Cornell university.
He will be accompanied by Ludlow
Oris com and K. P. Schmidt, both asI
sistants In his department.
The flowers of the foxglove resemela
the lingers of a glove. The term foxglove Is said to be a corruption of the
term "folks' glove," or "fairy's gldve."
dinner-J-

acketed
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FOBS!

THE CL0VI3 NEWS
BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM

Run-dow-

Dear Mr. Editor:
Tor a long time I suffered from back-achpain In left aide, frequent urination (bothering me at all tlmea d urine
the day and night), and the urlo acid
In my blood caused me to suffer from
rheumatism along with a constant
tired, worn-ou- t
feeling. I heard of the
new discoreir of Dr. Pierce, of the
Invalida' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.l called
"Anuria" After giving "Anurio" a
good trial I believe It to be the best
kidney remedy on the market today.
I have tried other kidney medicines
but these "Anurio Tablets" of Dr.
Pierce's are the only ones that will
cure kidney and bladder troubles.
(Signed)
HENRY A. LOVE.
NOTE: Experiments at Dr. Pierce's
Hospital for several years proved tbat
"Anurio" is 87 times more active than
Uthla. Send Dr. Pierce lOo for trial
package.
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andled expeditiously and without error. Upon his shoulders rests the reNoisy Youngster.
Mere Women Farmers.
sponsibility for every piece of mall In
Dayne You have a new baby at
Statisticians declare that Pennsylthe pouchet coming from and going to
vania last year had 7,000 women farm- your house, I bear.
all points of the compass.
Payne Great guns! and we live
ers. In Georgia during the last three
The state Jeps tment has diplo
years the number of women farmers four miles apart! I had no Idea any
matic-pouc-h
service with SI of Its
has more than doubled. The major one could hear him tbat distance!
embassies and legations and four consulates. These pouches not only carry
Ity of the women go In for raising
mall for the department, but also for other offices, especially the department
hogs, cattle and foodstuffs, leaving cotof agriculture, which sends much printed matter abroad. Official supplies
ton planting to the men.
D
DYSPEPSIA
are also forwarded in this manner, and to protect the letter mall the latter
Is inclosed In especially sealed smaller sacks, placed within the larger ones.
Braill produced sugar commercially
Each piece of mail Is carefully Invoiced before it enters Its bag. A
as early as the sixteenth century.
double check Is made to avoid possible errors, and when the bags are
received by the diplomatic officers they are opened and again checked
IIUIUkUHUII
The bishop of London has three
the Invoice inclosed.
secretaries.
Tape's Dlapepsin" cures sick, against
Pouches are of special structure and designed to wear well under all
sour stomachs in five minutes
conditions of ill usage. They are strapped and double locked, with peculiarly contrived keys, replicas of which are carefully kept In the missions
Itl
-Tabroad.
"Really does" put bad stomachs la
order "really does" overcome IndigesGood
Found Among Crank Bills
tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and Germs
sourness la live minutes that Just
Write a postal card today ask-u- s
that makes Pape's Dlapepsin the larfiles of every congress comprise a large category of crank bills and
to send you free, full pargest selling stomach regulator In the THE a large category of what might be called reform bills. Most of the
ticulars how you can set a set
world. If what you eat ferments Into crank bills propose radical reforms; some of the reform bills plainly belong
of the famous Oneida Comstubborn lumps, you belch gas and to the crank claaa, but by no means
munity
Plate Silverware
eructate sour, undigested food and all of them. Some of both kinds of
Free by saving the signature
acid; bead Is dizzy and aches; breath measures emanate from the brains of
of Paul F. Skinner bom each
foul; tongue coated; your Inildes filled senators and representatives, while
package of
with bile and Indigestible waste, re- others of them are urged by outsiders,
member the moment "Pape's Dlapep eager for congressional champions and
sin" comes In contact with the stomach generally very grateful for such help.
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
Now and then a good Idea, or the
astonishing almost marvelous, and germ of one, Is embodied even In bills
the Joy Is Its harmlessness.
that are so radical as to be Introduced
t
A large
case of Pape's Dla- - "by request" The gain of some in
you
pepsln will give
a hundred dollars' favor can be noted session by session.
worth of satisfaction.
There waa the postal savings bank
It's worth its weight In gold to men idea, for example. For years and years postal savings bank bills were in
and women who can't get their stom- troduced In senate and house before the present system was sanctioned by
Republican administration. And after a few years of trying out, not
achs regulated. It belongs In your
home should always be kept handy entirely free of discouragement, the European war has brought an impetus
the finest food In the world
In case of sick, sour, upset stomach to that kind of banking here, and post office officials are ready to say the
at all grocers. We will answer
during the day or at night. It's the system Is proving a great success,
your inquiry at once and in
s
Penny postage, which means
quickest, surest and most harmless
t
postage for
mall, la a
addition send you with our
favorite reform topic. At a recent count there were twenty-odof these
stomach doctor In '.be world. Adv.
compliments a beautiful
bills in the house, and they carried many varieties of proposals. The best
book of recipes.
Was
Wise.
8he
authorities seem to believe that the government cannot afford yet to author"I proposed to her last night, shs ize a reduction In the rate on
s
mail, but that does not check the
Write today to
"
I
said 'no' and said 'good night.'
popular demand. Consequently senators and representatives are, willing to
"Foolish boy. Don't you know tbat capitalize this In their political business.
Of course, many of them are
SKINNER MFG. CO.
you must never take a woman's 'no aincere advocates of the reform.
OMAHA, NEB.
for an answer."
One could mention such topics by the score, but one of the newer Items
Tk Lergnt Macaroni Factory In America
In that line Is a aweeping demand for the democratization of the army and
the navy. In other terms, it is proposed to make the commissions of officers
GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY
In those branches easier for the average man.
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BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR

Rider Agent Wanted In Each
Town lor the

A

Henderson "4"
and the

Pope Motorcycles
Ae oar Rider Agent, fon mm 7 nnrn ene of
Uiim nlf beet Irpe MutorarclM on ipeclal low
term. Turn your epere tin Into pront nod
lot ee help yon do no Wrltetnaarforournew,
unanel offer nod Iron eiplnulorr booileta,

Iscky Mosnlsls Motsrcycle Cstistny

ISIS BreaSway

6

Olieeea Tonr Wiener
Stay &
V
riaMrln I Ift-h-

Passing.',

rinnln

Denver. Cele.

t

and Starter,
climber; H to 80 mlleo 00 1 m nllon
OiwtM hilllO.ocn)
mllee on on net of tire.
faaolliie.
Stewart BpeeilomMf r, one man nofanlr top, lie)
In. wheel l.n.e, MxilVf Inch Urea, welsnt l.fluO
pooi.it a. MKTZ DUtrlbutorn for Colorado,
llnw ftfezleo, Wyoming nod Weetero Nebwnka.

THE HEADTNTON AUTO CO.

BuoeeaKire to Ootorado Oartorear Go.
4
BROADWAY
DENVER. COtO.
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Make It Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
8urprise for You,
Tour hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as soft, lua
trous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Dandorine hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Dandorine and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and In just a few momenta you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Dandorine dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invig
orates the scalp, forever stopping Itch
ing and falling hair.
But what will please yon most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of It, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from any store
and Just try it Adv.

the author, was
years of age before he

John Galsworthy,
twenty-eigh-

t

Uncle Sam

So Wisely Distributed That Taxation Will Affect Farmers to
a Degree Practically
Unnoticeable.
80 many rumors have been circuin
lated regarding war taxation
Canada that the statement made by
Sir Thomaa White, Canadian Minister
of Finance, of the Government s plans
for raising war revenue should be given the widest circulation. Sir Thomas
made It clear that the revenue will be
raised by taxing the profits of Incorporated companies whenever those
profits exceed seven per cent, and the
profits of unincorporated firms or partnerships when the profits exceed ten
per cent. On all such excess profits
these companies or firms will have to
to the Governcontribute
Transportation companies,
ment
banks, mining, milling, and other companies will be subject to this taxation,
but life Insurance companies, and companies with less than fifty thousand
dollars capitalization, and companies,
firms, or individuals engaged In a or I
culture or atoek raising, are exempt,
and pay no part ef this taxation. The
only other additional taxation pro
posed Is an Increase of fifty cents a
barrel In the customs duty on applea.
f
cent a gallon In customs
and
duty on certain kinds of oils.
It will be noticed tbat this taxation
Is being applied in such a way that It
does not affect farmers In the slight
eBt degree, except, perhaps, through a
small Increase in cost of apples and
oil. The war revenue ia to be paid out
of the profits of the big firms and com
panles with capital of over fifty thousand dollars, and even these are allowed seven per cent In some cases,
and ten per cent In others, of clear
profits before tbey have to pay any
part of this taxation. It will be seen
that the whole policy is to place the
war expenditure taxation on those who
have been making big profits and are
able to pay it and to encourage farm
ing and stockralslng by exempting
s
farmers and
from the tax
atlon. This ought to set at rest svery
rumor that the farmer or the farmer's
land' Is being taxed to pay ths cost of
the war. Advertisement.
one-quart-

one-hal-

stock-raiser-

Couldn't Forget Him.
Uncle George Come here, Willie!
Don't you knor who I am?
Willie You bet 1 do! You are ma's
brother who stayed here two months
one time and never offered to pay a
cent for board. Ob, yes; I've heard
pa speak of you oiten.

Sam
of
of the
well
after
Industrial effect that followed the outbreak of the European war.
One of the effects of the war waa an
Interference with the Importation of
I'll HAVE TO MAKS iMk
laboratory supplies such as glass
beakers and similar utensils, cru
cibles, tubes and various other clay,
porcelain and glass articles indis
pensable to the carrying on of chem
ical and physical investigations on
which work of vital Importance to na
tion, Industries and individuals often
depends.
This country depended on Ger
many for such sunnlles to an even
greater degree, perhaps, than It did for coal-ta- r
dyes, and all imports stopped
almost immediately arter the war started. Stocks In possession of the bureau of standards of the commerce department one of the great experi
menting and investigating agenciea of the government began to dwindle,
and fof a while the situation looked grave. Experiments in the production
of the desired articles were Immediately undertaken, however, by the bureau's specialists, and the filling of all needs has now been practically
assured by the production of the essential supplies In the bureau's own
laboratories.
Some of the problems solved related to the toughening of the thin, seemingly fragile glass used In the manufacture of beakers, the compounding of
a satisfactory white crucible glaze and the manufacture of the
pyrometer tubes that are Immersed In molten metals as a protection to
Instruments when it is desired to ascertain the temperature of the fused
material. The data gained In the production of the laboratory material have
been put by the bureau at the disposal of manufacturers In a position to turn
out such supplies, and It Is believed that a good opportunity eslata as a
result for the creation of several new American Industries.
heat-resista-

Says yoi really feel clean, sweet
and fresh inside, and
are seldom ilL
If you are accustomed to wake up
with a coated tongue, foul breath or
a dull, dizzy headache; or, if your
meals sour and turn Into gas and
adds,

you

have a real surprise

await-

ing you.
Tomorrow morning. Immediately upon arising, drink a glass of hot water
with a teaspoonful of limestone phosphate In it This Is intended to first
neutralize and then wash out of your
stomach, liver, kidneys and thirty feet
of Intestines all the Indigestible waste,
poisons, sour bile and toxins, thus
cleansing, sweetening and purifying
the entire alimentary canal.
Those subject to sick headaches,
backache, bilious attacks, constipation
or any form of stomach trouble, are
urged to get a quarter pound of limestone phosphate from your druggist or
at the store and begin enjoying this
morning inside-bath- .
It Is said that
men and women who try this become
enthuslastto and keep It up dally. It
Is a splendid health measure tor It la
more Important to keep clean and pure
on the Inside than on tbe outside, because the skin pores do not absorb Impurities into the blood, causing disease, while tbe bowel pores do.
The principle of bathing Inside Is
not new, as millions of people practice
It Just as hot water and soap oleanae,
purify and freshen the skin, so hot
water and a teaspoonful of Hmestone
phosphate act on the stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels. Limestone phosphate Is an Inexpensive white powder
and almost tasteless. Adv.
Everything In Stock.
A general merchant from Havre,
Mont, is in New York this week learning the lateat wrinkles In the art of
selling corsets. The merchant's line of
goods at home includes lightning rods,
chewing tobacco, crackers, boe handles, rope, molasses, rat traps, canned
goods, matches, ealieo, assorted nails
and corsets. And It Is a good bet
tbat If the truth were known, prunes,
sheet music and bustles may be obtained at his store or it he didn't
have them he could order 'em for you.
Not Even That.
Harold You don't mean to say that
you absolutely do nothing?
Clarence Aw, I don't even do tbat
My man attends to everything, you
know.

HliSBAUD SAVED
HIS WIFE

IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS

Makes His Own Laboratory Supplies

TOU want a Job done well, do It yourself is a motto that Uncle
UT
1 might very
some
bla experiences growing out
adopt

BEFORE BREAKFAST

REVENUE

d

36-pa- ge

DRINK HOT WATER

I LrW

Every Spring most people feel "all
out of sorts" their vitality Is at a
low ebb. Through the winter months
the blood becomea surcharged with
poisons I The best Spring medicine Pouch
Day in Mailroom of State Department
and tonlo Is one made of herbs and
roots without alcohol that was first
A8HINQT0N. A beehive is quiet In comparison with the mailroom of
discovered by Dr. Pierce years ago-m- ade Ttr the department
of state every Friday, which Is pouch day, when an
If
of Golden Seal root, blood root, average of fifteen great leather sacks, measuring about S by
24 feet, are
Ac, called Dr. Plorce'a Golden Medical
crammed with official mall for Amer
Discovery. Ingredients on wrapper.
ican missions abroad and started on
poisons
It eliminates
their long Journeys.
from the blood, makes the blood rich
Robert Clayton la chief of the
mailroom, and under his direction In
and pure, furnishes a foundation for
coming and outgoing pouches are
sound health.
disease-breedin-

PUNS

Drink Lots of Water and 8top Eating
Meat for a While If the Bladder
Bothtrs You.

Stopped Most Terrible Suffering by Getting Her Lydia
E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Meat forms uric acid which excites
Denlson, Texas.
"After my tittle
and overworks the kidneys In their
efforts to filter It from the system. girl was born two years ago I began suf
fering with female
Regular eaters of meat must flush the
)PI!II!II!I!1
trouble and could
kidneys occasionally.
You must re
hardly do my work.
lieve them like you relieve your bow
I was very nervous
els; removing all tbe acids, waste and
but Just kept dragpoison, else you feel a dull misery In
ging on until last
the kidney region, sharp pains in the
summer when I got
back or sick headache, dizziness, your
where I could not do
stomach sours, tongue is coated and
my work. I would
when the weather Is bad you have
have a chill every
rheumatlo twinges.
The urine Is
day and hot flashes
cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
and dizzy spells and
often get Irritated, obliging you to get
my bead would al
up two or three times during the most
burst I got where 1 was almost
night
a walking skeleton and life waa a burden
To neutralize these Irritating acids to me until one day my husband's step,
and flush off the body's urinous waste sister told my hnsband If he did not do
get about four ounces of Jad Salts something for me I would not last Ions;
from any pharmacy; take a table- and told him to get your medicine. So he
spoonful In a glass of water before got Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Combreakfast for a few days and your kid pound for me, and after taking the first
neys will then act fine and bladder three doses I began to improve. I con
disorders disappear. This famous salts tinued its use, and I have never had any
Is made from the acid of grapes and female trouble since. I feel that I owe
lemon Juice, combined with Uthla, and tny life to you and your remedies. They
has been nsed for generations to clean did for me what doctors could not do
and stimulate sluggish kidneys and and I will always praise It wherever I
stop bladder Irritation.
Jad Salts Is go." Mrs, G. 0. Lowest, 419 W.Mco
Inexpensive; harmless and makes a terey Street, Denlson, Texas.
r
If you are suffering from any form of
delightful
effervescent
drink which millions of men and female Ills, get a bottle of Lydla JB.
women take now and then, thus avoid Pinkham's Vegetable Compoorid, and
ing serious kidney and bladder dis commence the treatment without delay.
eases. Adv.
llthla-wate-

began to write.
Red Croas Bin-- Bins nnicen the lanrMmaa
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Trixy Is the Newest

Pet at the National Zoo

at the National Zoological park have a new pet, an Arkansas
KEEPERS
that la aa docile and playful as any domestic pup. The animal
Folly and failure roost on the same Is a great favorite with visitors because of Its friendliness, and has won
An adult man produces In 24 hours
Wnreen K. retime n, Wart, perch.
enough beat to boil five or six pints of
unusual Interest from the zoologists
lllffc
PATENTS loiun, U.ti Uuululrae.
neat maun
water.
because rf an unmistakable displaycan quickly be overcome by
process makes ing of lasting affection and memory
A new electrical
CARTER'S LITTLE
W. N. U., DENVER. NO.
charcoal from sawmill waste.
Tf von vrih beautiful,
for a former master.
clear white
elothee, nee Red Croas Bag Blue. At all LIVER PILLS.
The animal waa captured when
Purely vegetable
soon grocers. Adv.
two weeks old by Ralph C. Huey, suset iureiysnd
jrADTFrM
forpervisor of the Arkansas National
to Induce two hearts to rtently on ti
It's
easier
ITTLC
Cure
est He took It to his home, where it
bat as one than It is to Induce two Biliousness,
IVER
was named Trixy. At first shy, the
to eat that way.
PIUS.
When yon wmnt a food roofing at a reasonable price),
little animal was trained as a domesyon cannot depend on the Mail Order Houae. II the molpet and raised In the family. 8be
tic
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are beat for liver.
ing goes wrong, yoa will have a hard time fettinf such a
was taught canine tricks and canine
bowela and stomach. One little Pellet for
and Indigestion. They do their duty.
houae to maka food. When you buy it from your local
1S3S-4-

LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

16.

Day Roofing From Your Local Dealer

aauaua
Ter
Hoaaes
Daras
Sbeda

dealer, whom you know and can rely on, you are setting
a safe proposition. When yon want roofing of thia kind,
that yout local dealer supply you with

Certamteed
Roofing

Por
Chicken Coope
Silos
Oat Buildings

It b made In bSme tfcldtneeMe and ruarantaad 3. 10 or
raari ecmfln( ro whthar
ThU euarantee ia barked ay tae trarkj'a large) mamilacturar ol Koofins ana
ft la
Building pepere. It nee made food in all parte of tKa world and under all tinde of eondinnaa.
irmrnt on terwnn-teeand don't aeeept a eubertriilni Leon tor tit label oi quality.
1B

t.lnr

GENERAL ROOFING MFG. COMPANY
WtrU'i Imrftit numufiuturtrs of Kttjlmg

mmj BmUmg

Paptri

Sj

S

f

discipline. Last September, however,
when Trixy was Hearing maturity, Mr. Huey decided not to keep her as a
pet about the house any longer, for fear of an outcropping of family traits,
and he aent her to the National too. Recently Mr. Huey came to Washing
ton to attend the conference of national forest supervisors, and on a 8unday
he determined to go to the too to see Trixy.
He was greeted noisily. Trixy spied him from afar, and let out yelps
that started the whole pack. As Mr. Huey went Into the cage Trixy leaped
upon him with loud yelps of Joy, the scene attracting many Sunday vlsltora
Trixy waa disconsolate when he left
Visitors to the park were curious, and Mr. Huey told them, that though
caged, Trlxey was as tame aa could be, and that he had not seen the animal
for months.
Though familiarly known In her native habitat aa a timber wolf, Trixy,
trlctly speaking, Is of the coyote family, and Is so known to the scientists.
She he a distinctive dark color that is almost solid black.

a laxative

three for a cathartic

Adv.

Although tbe dignified man may not
know much, be has to be very careful
of what little he does know.
Fee Marian after Rieenre In SaIA
Wlnde anil Duet. It Reetnrea,
Refreehea and Promotea Ere Henltn.
Good 'or all Eyes that Need Care.
Murine Eye Remedy Co- - Chioaa-o- .
Beads Cya Book on requeat.
Outline;

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

Genuine

must bear

PMCS.

Signature
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The Inexperienced
DENVER, COLO.
Belle Is he a man of affairs?
Anna Merry, no! He never had a Llauor and Drue Addlrrinna
nance. The first girl be proposed to cured by a scientific1. count of saedicarjoav
Tl. W...T ,".- - ... vuiviwiai. wit., m was
tonepted him. Judge.
Genuine Kaaley
One.
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Notice of Suit

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

The Clovis News

Mary E. Townsend, R.
M. Holt, Marshall Owen and
For Senator
Bruce Price, defendants in the
Company
Printing
The News
We are authorized to announce suit hereinafter mentioned, are
Publishers.
the name of L. C. Mersfelder as hereby notified:
Editor.
a candidate for the State Senate,
That a suit has been commencJ. H. Shepard. Political
from Curry county, subject to ed in the District Court of Curry
Entered at the post office at the action of the Democratic County. New Mexico, wherein
Clovis, N. M. as second class partv.
H. J. Babler is the plaintiff and
matter under the act of March
Elias High. Mary High, Kid
1879.
SDeakman. Mrs. Mary E. Towa- For Treasurer
Owen,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
We are aurthorized to annouce send, R. M. Holt, Marshal
W.
Bush,
The
T.
Price,
!
the name of R. E. Brown as a Bruce
One Year
Clovis,
of
Bank
National
First
Wc candidate for the office of Treas
Elx Months
Corporation, and
urer of Curry county, subject to New Mexico, a
defendents, said
Sears,
are
S.
C.
Democratic
Politics
in
Democratic
the wishes of the
918 on
numbered
being
cause
party.
Baid
of
the
Docket
Civil
the
This is a democratic year.
general
ob
the
And
that
court
The News is authorized to
Everybody says so.
suit as well as
said
of
ject!
the
t
1.1
announce the candidacy oi j.
Trpps tell the story of thrift Simpson Morgan for the office the general objects of the answer
and cross complaint of the deand civic pride plant them.
of Treasurer of Curry County
The First National
fendant.
subject to the wishes of the
Clovis,
are to foreclose
of
Bank
WVinf rinvia needs now is a Democratic party.
property
on
certain
mortgages
common sense business adm
and
complaint
in
the
described
agiThis horse play
For County Clerk.
and
the said answer
tation is beginning to tell upon
given to secure certain in
We are authorized to announce
headed
level
us
Give
the town.
W. C. Zerwer as a debtedness of the defendants
of
name
h.
business men Mr. Voter and not candidate for County Clerk, sub
Elias High and Mary High, and
political pie hunters.
ject to the action of the demo for iudarment against each of the
said defendants Elias High and
The Woman's Club of Fort cratic party.
Mary High and to quiet the title
Sumner has nested a standing
Sheriff.
For
all the property described in
to
flies
offer of five cents a pint lor
said complaint and to have
anthe
to
year.
authorized
is
It
killed there this
The News is
foreclosed
to enlist practically all of nounce the name of S. D. Dean barred and forever
and
interest
right,
title
all the
the children of the town in the is a candidate ior
defen
said
all
and
the
each
of
crusade.
Currv county, subject to the
all the
any
and
to
and
in
dants
party.
If the offer was for empty action of the democratic
said
in
the
described
DroDtrtv
"bints" or "dead soldiers," the
and
complaint
Woman's Club would soon be
We are authorized to announce
You and each of you are fur
rankrupt, if the reports from he name of D. L. Moye as a
notified that unless you ap
to the ther
there are true. And Fort Sum eondidate for
plead or answer in said
pear,
ner is a dry town too.
office of Sheriff of Curry county
on or before the 5th day
cause
subject to the wishes of the of May, A. D., 1916, judgment by
acknowledges
re
The News
Democratic party,
default will be taken against you
ceipt of a copy of the "advance
and each of you in the said suit.
irient" number of the New Mex
a
myself
as
announce
hereby
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
I
ico State Record which contains
of Gillen water, whose business and
nomination
the
for
candidate
is
a
and
64 pages of live news
the postoffice address ia Clovis, New
eomolete Dictorial edition of the democratic party for
county,
Curry
of
Mexico.
every section of the great new office of Sheriff
the demoWitness my hand and the seal
state. It is no doubt the great subject to the action ofcoming
prithe
at
party
of
the said Court this 23rd day
cratic
pub
est edition of the kind ever
Respectfully,
of
maries.
March. 1916.
will
and
Mexico
lished in New
Fahsholtz.
Fred
W. C. Zerwer,
to
the
advertisement
great
seal
be a
Clerk.
sunshine state. The publication
14.
Mar.
of this great work was made
For Commissioner
Dossible through the efforts of
We are authorized to announce
E. R. Coleman, who assisted the
Notice of Suit
the name of B. L. Hawk, of
News with our county fair
for
candidate
M.
as
Grady, N.
To N. D. Taylor, the defenedition last October. It reflects
County
Curry
of
Commissioner
dant in the suit hereinafter
much credit on the management
wishes of the mentioned, is hereby notified:
the
to
subject
of the Record and especially is
Democratic party.
That suit has been commenced
it a boost for the mechanical de
the District Court of Curry
in
partment of that paper.
We are authorized to announce County, New Mexico, wherein
the name of Gus M. Bryan as a Lora E. Taylor is plaintiff and
While other towns are observ
for Commissioner of N. D. Taylor is defendant, said
ing "clean up" day, we might candidate
county, subject to the cause being numbered 960 on
suggest that an observation of Curry
of the Democratic party. the Civil Docket of said court.
this kind would be appropriate wishts
And that the general objects of
for Clovis. but it is of little value
to announce said suit are to obtain a decree
authorized
We
are
to clean up the yards, streets
of Dr. J. D. Lynch for of divorce and the custody of
and alleys, when the rubbish is the name
office of Commissioner of the minor child, and for the costs
never hauled away. We do not the
Cnunty, subject to the of this action.
know that Clovis has a scaven Curry
You are further notified that
ger, but if such be the case, his action of the Democratic
plead or
unless you appear,
Tisits to the garbage cans are
or beoa
cause
in
said
answer
few and far between. We have
The News is authorized to an- fore the 5th day of May, A. D.,
ceen boxes filled with decayed nounce the name of J. W. Manwill
animal matter remain in the ning, ofHollene, for the office 1916, judgement by default
suit,
you
said
in
against
be
taken
months.
for
alleys untouched
of Commissioner of Curry county
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. A.
There never was a time in the subject the action of the Demowhose business and
Gillenwater,
history of Clovis that it needed cratic party.
is Clovis, New
postoffice
address
a thorough cleaning as much as
Mexico.
is
action
cow and unless some
For Representative
Witness my hand and the seal
taken soon, with the coming of
authorized
hereby
of the said Court this 23rd day
The News is
sickness and
warm weather,
of of March, 1916.
candidacy
the
announce
to
disease will surely follow.
W .C. Zerwer,
Milton Reece for the office of seal
w
subject to
Clerk.
Representative,
State
reacknowledges
The News
Democratic Mar.
14.
the
of
action
the
United
from
ceipt of a letter
Party of Curry County.
States Attorney Summers
Four pounds of bulk ginger
that news be
Assessor
snaps
for 25 cents.
For Tax
not printed regarding the moveModel Grocery, Fone 29.
anment of the troops, for fear that The News is authorized to
convey-ewill
be
i
Ambrose
this information
nounce the name of
in some manner to the bandit Ivy as a candidate for
BEST TONSORIAL WORK
Villa by some of his sympathiz- to the office of Tax Assessor of
AT THE
ers in the country. Doubtless Curry county, subject to the
this request has also been made action of the Democratic party.
of all other newspapers in the
Crane & W illiams, Props.
State and if generally observed The News is authorized to
shop in the
will be a good thing. For one announce the candidacy ot W. Oldest established
ready.
always
Baths
city
ban
on
newspaper to put the
for Assessor of
W. Mitchell
allow
to
and
kind
news of this
Curry County, subject to the
others the privilege, will how- wishes of the Democratic party.
ever, fail to serve the purpose
for which suppression of news
to
of this character is intended. The News is authorized
M. V. White, Prop.
B.
R.
of
name
of
dailies
big
the
announce
We notice that the
AsAll that the name signifies
the state fail to abide by the (Uncle Dick) Alderson for
Sanitary
in every respect.
subject
County,
Curry
auggestions of the attorney, so sessor of
cur list of
Join
Baths.
Ui
niCcn.tic
of
the
iiction
why should the little coun tri- to the
customers.
Primaries.
klieo"'

R. R. DUNCAN

Mr?.

m

inis-tratio-

cross-com-Dlai-

DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone!89.
NEW MEX.
CLOVIS.

The
First National Bank

Stanley J. Clark

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

LAWYER
Will practice in all the courts.

N. Mex.

Clovis,

Swearingin

D. D.

of the Inn of Dre. Presley ft 8war1rutio
of Roswsll

will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the. Eye, Ear, Nose

Depository for U. S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

and Throat and Fitting Glasses

FOR TOMBSTONES
See Miles & Harmon
We give high grade goods and

reasonable prices.
MILES & HARMON

Clovis, N. M,

Box 763.

Dr.J.B.Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.

i Office in Jackson Bldg,

Opposite Postoffice
Residence 269

Office Phone 231

-

ed

cum

OFFICERS

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER

g

Clovis,

New Mexico

S. J. BOYKIN. President
C. A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.
L. B. GREGG, A. Cashier.

cross-complain- t.

24-Ap-

rn-marie-

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

patients examined free
North Main Street
Office Phone 383. ReR.390.
New Mexico
Clovis,
Office 103

1--

2

DR. L. M. BIGGS

s.

Clovis Barber Shop

The Sanitary
Barber Shop.

re.oru-reKul-

ar

Plumbing
Work,..
For good, sanitary plumbing that will stand the test,
phon 407

V. J. HIVELY
Let us figure on your work

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

Clovis, N.M.

16.

r.

24-Ap- r.

vet

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

E. M. Chapman
DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

Notice for Publication.
Non coal land

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Und office at
Fort Sumner. N. M.. March, 11th. 101.
that Elhert W.
Notice la hereby given
Rndgara,
of Texlco, New Mexico, who on
August. 11th 1811, mad. Homestead Entry
See. 9. and on June 6th.
No. 09779 for 8W
Entry Nn.
1812. mad. additional Homeatsad
010206 for SB
seo. 8. township 4 N, R 37 E,
N. M. P. If. ha. filed notice of Intentkinto make
proof to establish claim to the
flnal three-yea- r
land above described before William J. Curren,
U. 8. Commissioner, at hi. office In Clovia, N. M..
on the 6th day of May, 1916.
Claimant names aa wltneraee:
Joseph A. Smith. Nathan L. Tharp. FrankC.
Avery and Tip Uham, all of Tux Ico, N. M,
M

17--

21

A.

J. Evan., Register.

Notice For Publication.
Non cohI land.

Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land Office
at FortSumnei. N. M.. March, Uth. 1916.
Notice i. hereby given that Krank G. Avery
of Texlco, N. M-- Routo No. 2. who, on Sent.
7th, 1912. made Homestead Entry. No.nlfs)26.
Section 8.
8ectlon 6. and 8K
for 8W
Townahlp 4 N. Range 7 E. N. M. P. haa Hied
threee-year
notice of intention to make Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
lonCommla.
U.
S.
before W. J. Curren,
er in hlaOfflee at Clovia, N. M.. on the 29th day
of April, 1016.
Claimant name, aa witneaiea:
B. Mc Braver. Wlllia
Tip laom. William
Kodgera and Cone H. Hahn. all ot Texico
!l- M
N. ai.
A. J. Evana, Register.

Notice for Publication.
015120

Department of th. Interior, U. S. Und Office
etTueumcarl. N. M.. March 13th. 1916.
Notice I. herioy given thatThomaa J. Millie, of
Hollene. N. M.. who, on March llth, I9U ma le
Enlarged Homestead Entry. No. 0:5120 for N.
e
Section 19. Township 6 N., Rana-- S E., N. M. P.
Meridian, haa filed notice of Intention to make
Pinal three Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. J. Curren. U. 8.
In hia office at Clovis. N. M.. on
Commiuloner.
the l!"h day of April, 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Olllie, Duncan, Alvln B.
A lono A. Watson.
Hartley and An.lr.- - J. llilllK. nil of Hollene.

N.M.

M.

A. J. KVANS.

Register.

Notice of Contest.
Departmoht of th. Interior. United Stale.
Land Office. Fort Sumner. N. M.. Feb. 24ih. l!fi.
To Claud E. Kirk, of. Clovis. New Mexico
Con tea tee:
You are horeby notified that P. B. Copelaml.
adwho gives. Clovis. N. M. aa hia poet-offidress did on Jan. 1. 1910, file In this office his duly corroborated application to eon lost and secure
the cancellation of your homestead on try. Serial
No, (llf 078, made March. . 1913. forSE. 14. See.
15.
Twp. IN., Range 85 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
and aa ground, for his contest he allege. I but
Entryman haa wholly abandoned said land for
a period of over two years Inst paf and pri ir to
the date of this contest, and that he has never
established actual residence on the land.
You are therefore, further nidified that the
said alienations will be taken by this office as
having bo.n confessed by you, and your said
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this effloe or on appeal. If you full to file in this
office within twenty daya after the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under oath, .perifically meeting a'. I responding In thane ailimtiona of contest, nr If you
fail within that time to file in thi. office due
proof tint you have served a copy nf yiatr
answer on the aaid rontestunt either in person or
by reglaterej mall. If thi. service Is mule by
th. delivery of a copy of your answer to the
conteetaut in peraon, proof of such service must
be either the said contestant's written acknowledgement of hi. receipt of the copy, showing the
date of its receipt, or the affidavit of the nersnn
hy whom the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered; if mail, by
registered mail, proof of such service must consist of th. affidavit nf the person by whom the
copy was mailed statins when and the post office
to which it was mailed, and thi. affidavit must
be accompanied by the poKtmaslcr'. receipt for

the ald contestant, either in person or by reg4s-lere- d
mail. If this service is made by the delivery
of a copy of your answer to the contestant tn
hereon, proof of auch service must be either thti
said contcsfaut'a written acknowledgment of
hi. rtweipt of the copy, showing date of its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the
delivery wus made stating when and where the
copy was aehvered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must coesist of the affidavit of the preson by whom the copy was mailed
stating when and th. postoffice to which It was
mailed, and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster, receipt for th. Iett.r.
You should state In your answer the name of
the poet office to which you desire future notice,
to bu sent to you.
A. J. EVANS. Register.
Oato of first publication March S, 1916
" " second
March 10. 1916
" " third
"
March 17. 1910
" " fourth
"
March 24. 1916

Notice of Contest.
Serial No. 01598.

,

Contest No. 5821

Department of the Interior.
United State.
Land Office. Tueumcarl, N. M February 21. 1916.
To William J. Hill of K llteno Ok la , Contests.
You .re hereby nntllisd that D. J. Parnell
who gives Claud. N. M . as hia post-offlad.
drvea. did on January 14 1916. file in this office
his duly corroborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation nf your homestead entry
Sorkil Na niws, made Sept. 2, 1909, for N. E.
Section .11 Townahlp 6 N., Range 35 E.. N. M.
I'. Merklian, and aa grounds for his conestt he
allege, that William J. Kill haa wholly abandon.
said land for a period of over threi
year, last pa t and next prior hereto, nnd
which defects have not been cured; further,
that aaid entryman has failed to comply with the
act of June it. 1912 In thut he ha not resided
on aaid land for a perM of aeven month, in
each year for three years, nor has h. cultivated
ih
and
of th. total area as
required by said act.
You are. therefore, further notified that
the
aaid allegation, will be taken by thi. office
a.
having been confessed by you, ami your aaid
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, either before
this office or on appeal, if you fail to file In this
office within twenty days after the FOURTH
publication of thi. nolle., a. shown below, your
answer, under oath, specifically meeting and
resiionding tn these allegations of contest, or
If
you fall within that time to file In
this nfficedut
proof that you have served a copy
of your answer on the contestant either In person or by
registered mail. If this service I. made by the
delivory of a copy of your answer to
the conthe letter.
testant in person, proof of such service must be
You should state In your answer the name of either the id
contestant', written acknowle
to which you desire future notires edgment of hi! receipt of the copy, showing
the
the
to be sent to you,
date of itt receipt, or the affidavit of the peraon
A. J. EVANS. Register. by whom the delivery was made
stating
when
Date of first publication March .1. 1!)I6
and where the copy was delivered; If made by
"
" " second
March n, 1916
registered ms 1, proof of such service must
"
" " third
March 17. 1016
the affidavit of the person by whom the
"
" " foutrh
March 84 1919
copy was mailed stating when and
the poet office
to which it was mailed, and this affidavit
must
be accompanied by the postmaster',
receipt for
the letter.

You should state In your .newer the
nam. or
the post office to which you desire future notice,
to
u. sent to you.
Department of the Interior Untied State. I jit.d
R. P. DONOHOO. Register.
Office, Fort Sumner, New Mexico, Feb. I!4. 1916.
Felipe Benches Y Baca. Receiver
Ins,
Doug
To Silas U.
of Clovis, New Mexico,
Data
of
Arst
publication
Con testes:
1916
- March 3,10,1916
You are hereby notified that P. B. Copeland,
J' ""wi'd
"
,h,rd
"
who gives Clovia. New Mexico, as hi. post-offi17, 1916
"
fourth
address,
did on January, 24th. 1916. file In
24, 1916
thla office hi. duly eoroberated application
to contest and aeeurn the cancellation of your
Homestead. Entry No. 117127, .Serial No.
made Oct. 9th. 1909. for 8 W. -4 Section 16,
Notice for Publication.
Township 1 N.. Range 36 E.. N. M. P. Merklian.
of the Interior. U S land oflle. at
and as grounds for his contest he allege, that
entyman has wholly abandoned aaid land for rt 8umner, N. M.. March. IMh. 1916.
Is
Notice
hereby given that Elisabeth Caa.idy
over of two year, last past and has never
widow of Michael Wels. deceaaed. of
established res Hi once on the land.
Havener
N,
M.
who
on
October IS. 19119. man. Homestead
You are. therefore, further notified that the
Entry.
No.
07144
RW
for
Sec. 19. T. 4 N. R. 84
aid allegation, will be token by this office as
having been confessed by you. and your said en- E. N. M. P. M.. baa filed notice of Intention to
try will be canceled thereunder without further mak. final fiv. year proof, to establish claim to
right to be heard therein, either before this office the land above described before W. J. Curren.
United State. Commissioner
or on appeal, if you fail to file in thi. office within hia office at
Clovis, Now Mexico on the ttth day of May
publication
in twcilly dnye after the FOURTH
1916.
Claimant
names
aa wltneasea:
of thi. notice, a. shown below, your.nswer,
Methla. E. Wei.. John M. Varner, Janathan
th
fpeeifleallv me lng and rvaeapnnding
to thcat :IVff. mt .
e..i.tr.t. or if r.u f;li; W Horn, of Havener. N. M.. and
I, I era
wi.i' i,- -t ,,m to l'!c in h.s .u'iee doe t.r.if of Clovis. N .M.
Mar.2l.Apr.21.
a rvi-,a r j.y of your ans'. r r
r '

Notice of Contest.

J.:

Supt Carroon

Resigns
The news that Supt Carroon

I

C

S

ACHES!

will sever his connection with
the Clovis schools at the close of
this year, has come as a surprise
to a great many Clevis people.
It is generally thought that the
present term has been one of
Sacred Heart
the most successful in the his
Catholic Church
Aches are the father of
tory of the local schools. The
grouches.
Sunday March 26.
three year3 that Mr. Carroon has
9 a. m. Mass and Sermon.
Grouched produce ill temhad charge of the Clovis schools
Text:
"Look and do according
per and irritableness, and
has been a period of continual
to the pattern on the Mount."
these hasten you to your
advancement. The general enIt will show whether Catholics
grave.
rollment ha3 increased from 600
are idolaters as some people say,
to 800; the high school enroll7:30 p. m. Instructions, Way
QD
ment from 90 to 120. The presof the Cross and Benediction.
ent senior class numbers 22 stuWhat is the way of the Cross?
For a very little Jwe sell
dents and contains more boys
It is panoramic view as it were
remedies that kill the aches
than have graduated from the
of the Savior's Passion from the
as soon a3 they appear.
school in all its previous history.
Court of Pilate to Mt. Calvary.
At the beginning of this period
Worship of Images? No! Come
your
Is
haphealth,
your
many of the rooms were imand
see.
piness, your life, worth this
properly seated, large and small
Meyer, O. F. M.
Theodosius
small
investment?
discriminatingly
seats were
Christian Church
throughout
distributed
the
rooms, now every pupil has a
March 26th.
good slnirh desk properly adThe Bubject of the morning
justed to his body.
All the
sermon will be: "Lo I am with
rooms have been properly proyou an way.
rne evening
q
vided with adjustible shades,
subject will be: "The call to the
VXVLg
which assure the proper lighting
ministry.
opeciai music is De- (f th rooms. The floors had
ing prepared. The young people
The new store on South
never been oiled. During the
are especially invited to the
Main St.
Phone 162.
last few years all floors have
evening service.
been oiled twice a year so that
C. W. Lambert. Minister.
fchool room dust has been reduced to a minimum.
It Hat Rained
First Methodist Church
A laboratory for the study of
is broken. A big
drouth
The
March 26.
science has been fitted up with a
rain fell here and in different
b'ood selection of Physics and
Let every body get back to
Chemistry apparatus. Chemis- parts of the county Wednesday Sunday School. The subject for
try has been given a place in the night and Thursday. The pre- the morning sermon will be,
cipitation in some parts was a
"Cain and Abel."
course of study. A new course
For the
regular soaker while in others it
in General Science has been inevening service,
"Why we
was light. Here in Clovis it is
Should Have Woman Suffrage."
troduced.
what might be called a good
A course in Music was introA cordial invitation to all.
rain. This is the first moisture
duced
J. H. Messer, pastor.
about two years ago.
of any extent since last fall and
Since that time a special teacher
will be a great help to the early
has been employed to conduct
Episcopal Church
wheat and for early grass.
Recently Manual
that work.
Many who were beginning to be
D. A. Sanford, Pastor.
Rev.
training and Domestic Science
discouraged are exhibiting signs
Morning
service with sermon
!iuve bt on added to the course.
of renewed energy and every- at
Subject: "Symbols
11a.m.
Clovis children now hav; access
body wears a big broad smile. of Rightousneas."
to as Kood a course of study as
It has rained.
During Lent, a short service
can be found anywhere in the
will be held on Wednesday at
state.
4 p. m.
Nearly all the teachers are 5th Cavalry Goes Through
college
normal school or
gradu
Two trains of the fifth Cavalry
ates. No inexperienced teachers from
Leavenworth
passed
Card of Thanks
have been employed during the through last night en route to
We deeire to extend our heart
last few years.
Columbus where they will de felt gratitude to all who aided or
The new West Side building, train and be sent immediately
assisted in anyway during the
winch is a model ot convenience on the march to join Pernhings
sickness, death and burial of our
and one of the best grade schools columns. It is estimated that
dear mother and for the beautiin the state, was planned almost from five to eight hundred people ful floral offering
by Mrs.
exclusively by Mr. Carroon assembled at the depot at 9:45
Some friction, however, with to see the troop trains go
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wooten.
some members of the new schoo through. Other troop trains are
board has resulted in a change due here this afternoon and to
Room and Board, modern
of plans and it is because of this night.
220 N. Sheldon St.
house
tf.
difference in the policy to be
J. W. Boyle.
pursued, that Mr. Carroon will
Buck Roberts, who with
not be in the Clovis schools next W. L. Sutherlin is
engaged in
year.
the locating of homsteaders at
Ricardo, was in the city Tuesday
Scuberts Troupe Coming and placed a large order for job
work with the News. Mr. Rob
March 10 is the date set for
musical treat for Clovis,
The erts says. that he has plenty of
place is the Christian Church. good level land, upon which he
Schuberts Sympony Orchestra of is locating those wanting free
Chicago is coming here on that homesteads.
date and although it is some
Mr. and Mrs. "Brownie" Py- thing out of the ordinary for i etski will leave Clovis on the 5th
troupe ot this class to stop in a of next month for their old home
small town like Clovis, the ladies in Topeka Kansas. Mr. Pyetski
of the Christian church have is a machinist in the employ of
their promise that they will be the Santa Fe and has been here
here upon that date. The Schu for several years. The couple
bert troupe is composed of but are popular and will be missed
three people but their wonder by the younger set with whom
ful versality makes it the equal they have associated most.
to many organizations of from
six to eight persons. In solo
Notice
work, in ensemble singing and
The public is hereby notified We Take
in instrumental selections, the
that I will not be responsible for
Schuberts are artists.
Leta any debts made by anyone ex in Filling Prescriptions
Corder, the soprano is an excel- cept myself.
When you coma to us you have the
lent accompanist as well as perassurance that your prescriptions
C. A. Turner.
former upon the mandolin. La- will be promptly and carefully com
vinia Zent, the contralto, plays
pounded with fresh, pure drugs.
both the piano and guitar, while
Mis
Lorena Connolly
Thomas Valentine Purcell i n
We Alt Carry e Complete Line of
Teacher of Piano and Voice
addition to being a wonderful
Druggists' Sundries
Gradual, in Piano and Harmony
violinist, has an excellent bass
of Mo. Conservatory. St. Louii.
Toilet Articles
Perfumes
voice and draws forth from the
Voir itudent of E. A. Tauiik
Candles,
Etc.
Hualcal
brings
surPuplla
Art Bid. 8t LouU.
mandolin music that
taught from primary course to
prise to those who have never
Art lit degree.)
learned the beautiful music that
We want your trade and you will
Special Course for Music
can be had from that inatru
our goods Just as represented.
lad
Teachers.
Methods
Latest
ment. Lovers of music will reUsed. Music furnished for
member the date.
all occasions.
Hoes, Rakes anl garden tools
Residence 108 S. Calhoun.
Barry Hardware Co.
S. Main St.
Clovis, N. M

ircU

I

New Dresses and Waists
Are arriving for your new spring and
summer selections. Of course those who
come first will get the first pick of the
styles, but they are all new and stylish.
We also have a beautiful line of children's dresses. Only a few coats and
suits are left. Call and see our new
goods.

NEW HATS

jtOre

Corn-stoc-

Special Care

lt-p- d

r

City Drug Store

k.

!

Some new hats, flowers and fancy
trimming materials are arriving each
week. We have the very latest to be
had from the centers of fashion and invite you to compare our goods and
prices with others.
We guarantee our new line of mil"
in
linery to be
style and quality. A shipment of patterns are received each week. Come
and see us. No trouble to show goods.

The

t
. Llty

NEW HATS

!

''righbup-to-the-minute-

j&

..Osborne

Wright.

"The Wright House and Right Goods and Right Prices"
flGDBHSaVHHBDHM

o

hid

Safe!

line

Wednesday March 29
to the highest bidder on my farm
12 miles north and 2 2 miles west of Farwell-Texicor 12 miles north and 8 miles east of

I will sell

o,

1--

Clovis. the following,

to-wi-

years old, 18 hands high.
3 Pony mares, coming 4 year old.
1 Pony mare, coming 5 year old.
1 Mule 12

t:

5 Gallons of Lard.

i ice Cream Freezer.
4

3 Yearling Colts.
6 Milk Cows, two with calves, oth- er four will soon be fresh.

White Holland Turkeys, (3 hens
and one gobbler.

30 White Plymouth

Rock Hens,
mixed with White Leghorn.

1

Poland China Gilt. 6 months old.
Set Work Harness.
Set single Buggy Harness.

1

Pair Fly Nets

1

Wagon.

i New sewing

1

Single Buggy.
John Deere Walking Lister
Harrow (2 section)

Rocking Chairs.
l Davenport with Mattress.
5 Dining Room Chairs.
and other
j Washing Machine,
things too numerous to mention.

1

3

1

1
1
1

-

Emerson
Vaccinating Outfit.
Go-devi- l.

i Butterfly Cream Separator.
j Kitchen Cabinet.
j
stove.
j Heating Stove.
Machine.

3

FREE LUNCH! SALE STARTS 12:30 P. M.
Terms: 6 months, 12 per cent bankable note
on sums over $20. 5 per cent discount for cash.

W. G. HAHN,
Erie E, Forbes. Auc.
CLOVIS,

N. M.

W.' W. White, Clerk.

aoi

IOC

IOC

For Sale or Trade
for Ranch Land

When Your Watch Goes
Dead

Claude Miller,

or fails to keep correct time,
we can repair it RIGHT !
WF, A KSOLUTELY

Miller-Luika-

tf

WE ARE AGENTS FOR

CrD
Everything New and

the

JEWELRY LINE!
FOR

LESS"

Denhof Jewelry Company

O

30!
Dr. ami Mrs. J. II Haney and
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan bridges went
to PortaU's Sunday where they
spont the day with Billy Uuchan-a- n
wh formerly resided in Clo-viMr. Buchanan has one of
the nv3t beautiful places in the
Portales valley.
s,

Ford car
last week and
in the head
wound. The
paired.
A

tobacco delight.

News from Mr. and Mrs. Cash
Ramey who'are in Mineral wells
Texas is to the effect that their
young son Elbert had a severe
sick spell there recently.

CrD

E

For Prince Albert is freed from bite
and parch by a patented process
controlled exclusively by us. You
can smoke it without a comeback
of any kind because P. A. is real

m., to the highest bidder for
cash, the Fairfield school house,
locatod 1) miles southwest of
Texico, in District No. 41.
By order of school board,
J. F. Curry, Clerk.
2tpd.

Watches

"THE BEST

dr

0

I

Go ahead, quick as you lay in a stock
of the national joy smoke I Fire up a
pipe or a makirVs cigarette as though
you never did know what tobacco
bite and parch meant !

Auto Co.,
Ciovis, N.M.

School House for Sale.
Will sell on April 1st, at 2 p.

Hamilton, Elgin and

IN

M-1-

rt

Grand,

114 W.

GUARANTEE OUR WORK

Waltham

Puff your way into the
joys of Prince Albert!

Closa in suburban lots or acre
tracts joining Ciovis would
trade for ranch land in Curry or
Roosevelt County. Write o r
come and see

II

I

Kieth Edwards, the Fort Sumner attorney was up calling on a
friend Friday.
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the rational joy smoke

Land For Sale
lew off the handle
struck S. A. Jones
Two half sections two and one
inflicting an ugly half miles northwest of Ciovis.
car has been reW. B. Davis, Box 353.
4t pd.

will do for j'ou what it
has done for thousands
Of men, not only ' in th9
States but all over th
world! It will ive you
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For Sale: Young highgrade
Mesdames Brooks, Chambers
a correct idea of what a
On th mverte t!Ju of 'tliii ltd?
and Durham cows.
Hereford
and McCabe returned Monday
pipe smoke or a home-rolle- d
Prorr
tin you will rud
rd
Paianf July 3tlth. 0t'7," which
Shepherd.
H.
or
terms.
J.
Cash
City
Canyon
where
Texas
from
cigarette should be.
has made inr
nion Jiaoko
pipM whiro out: ttnokd bcfural
Ciovis New Mexico.
For Sale; Twenty extra high they went to attend a Christian
message
Get this Prince Albert pipe-peaand makin's-peac- e
Science
lecture.
For Sale 3 year old Registered
grade Red Pole Durham two year
pleasure; you men
you men who have "re :: cd" from pipe and ci'garctte-makin- 's
old heifers, with calf from reg!
pleasure due
of
smoke
lot
;ts
a
you
Miss Lorena Connelly has ar- hereford bull, 11 yearlings and
have
never
Because
known
soiace
who have
f
istered male, This is a dandy rived from Uoswedl and will 2 two year old steers.
with A.
or
you
quick
as
you
Buy Pftncm Albert mvmrywhorv fo
A. B. Wagner.
!
buy, and you will teach music and vocal culture
money-makin- g
bacco it told t in loppy r d bag. Be :
fire
make
and
tidy rd tint, 10c; harwisom pauni
have to hurry if you get these here this summer.
tin humidors and in
and
She is a
for light house
Two rooms
chvmr pound crystal gluts humithai
top thut
heifers. J. II Shepherd, Ciovis talented musician.
with
pongemoiterr
dor
N.
CO . W.fnn-Salem- ,
keeping, not modern $12.50.
itotpt thm tobacco tit cAi tint
if. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
N. M.
no
bath.
Lights
water,
and
Cedar posts, as straight as a
C. F. Downing.
Sheriff W.B.Henry of Man-gu- gun barrel.
Free Land
Bulk Garden Seed
Free Homesteads
(Jreer County Oklahoma was
Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
Level 80 acres relinquishment,
Land open for filing 12 to 15
Have arrived at the Creamery
If you are looking for a home
hare Sunday after a man arrestPoultry netting that is good tight land. $200.00 or trade for stead, a ranch or Government Most and best seeds for your miles from Railroad, for further
ed by sheriff Moye upon advice
Inquire at 104
town property.
and strong. Let us show you.
We want your Poultry, information see W. F. Swartz or
from that county and held for
pd tf land of any kind address Tate money.
S.
Lane
St.
Barry Hard wore Co.
29-t- f
the Oklahoma officer who came
M.
Etfgs and Cream.
and Betts, Kicardo, N.
2t Phone 371.
Full blood Brown Leghorn
in a car after his prisner.
The Four pounds of hulk ginger
snaps for '1 cents. Model Gro- egt'S at 220 N. Sheldon. 15 for
man is charged with rape.
$100.
cery Co. Fone -- ).
Pat O'Connell won his lawsuit
For Sale: Strictly high grade
I can fix your clock for $1.00.
with W. L). MeBee after litigapiano,
fine tone, good condition,
tion extending eight years, dur- Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
sell
will
at a sacrifice.
ing which time it was twice takSouth Ciovis National Bank.
D. N. Croft.
41.
f.
Phone
en before the supreme court.
Nice front room, with board
The suit involved title to valuaIf you have anything to sell or
ble residence property on north trade, list with the Mansfield reasonable, at 220 N. Sheldon, tf
Mitchell stseet. Attorney Reece Land Company.
We will treat
trepresented Mr. O'Connell.
you right.
.
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BUSINESS IS BETTER

t--

-f

Arthur E. Curren

Highway Garage

LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

CLOV1S,

Jones & Lindley
Ford Agents
CLOV1S,

NEW MEXICO.

Business is getting better since
moving to the wrong side of the

street.

Our business has increased until we have added two more men to

NEW MEXICO

For S. D. Morris Saddles,
Sweetwater, Texas Saddlery, See
S. J. BOYKIN,
New Mexico.
Clovis.

PIANOS!

PIANOS!

MIDpd.

O. M. Croft

CROFT MUSIC COMPANY
SUCCESSORS

TO PECOS VALLEY MUSIC CO.
119 West Grand Avenue

X
X

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

The Famous Schumann Piano k our leader with other High Grade and
medium grade pianos to select from. We buy direct from the Factory
and pay spot cash for our pianos. No "middlemen's" or double profit to
be paid by our customers. Hence our extremely low prices, ranging from

x

WALKER'S

$139.00 to $225.00 and up.
TERMS

CASH,

OR

ON

"EASY"

our help list.
We now have one of the best
sausage makers in the state and are
making our own Weenies, Frank-furtBologna, Liver Sausage, and
Head Cheese, and will make any
kind of specialty meat you taste
suggests.
Yours for business,
s.

x

D.N. Croft

x

PAYMENTS

We will save you from $50.00 to $100.00 on the purchase of a Piano.

:

MARKET

"The Market On the Wrong Side of the Street"

I

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY
MMh Clovis Lodge A. Rand

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL
S.

J. Hobbs, Owner and Prop.

A. M., No. 40.

I
First Class
Prices Very Reasonable.

Good, Clean Rooms and Beds.

Dining Service.

West Grand Ave.

.
n 1 m
l every tibia huu.1 ora
Kieeis
luesuey
at Masonic Hall.

'

WMhsm
"'Ill 'iu,,'..w

Clovis, N. M.

ml

v;;

i

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

1

i

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

.

nigm

Phone 32.

.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.

G. V. STEED
Undertaker

t--

Embalmer

&

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone 88. Day

Night Phone

14.
W.

Phone 27.

West Grand Avenue.

-- WAREHOUSES
CLOVIS,

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Res
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
refunded"
"satisfaction guaranteed or your

KODAKS.

Prop.

i

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

Clovis Council Praetorians

PAID FOR HIDES

FARWELL.

WALKER'S MARKET

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

-

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
- - Prices.
Ca Phone 29.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.
Luke Morton,

PORTALES,

A. B. Austin,

Whitetower Lodge
W. O. W. No. 36.

HOUK BROS. Props.

-

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night
H. Duckworth, E. R.
Friti B. Herod, Secretary.

Next door to McFarlin's

MARKET PRICE

Clovis Phone 392.

No. 1244.

Star Market
HIGHEST

G.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

M

,

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

y

J. P. Denny, N.

Antlers BIdg.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

money
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY,

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

TAe

Telephone 58.

3?&xolL Store

W. II. DUCKWORTH. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from ua in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE
After Four Years of Ditcouraginf
Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave
Up in Despair.
Cam

Husband

to Rescue.

I

had gotten so weak I could not Stan

and

I

gave up in despair.

At last, my husband got me

s boffe of

Cardul, the woman's tonic, and
taking

it

I

com-mrnc-

From the very first

dose, I could tell it was helping me. I
can now walk two miles without its

In an Interesting letter tiring me, and am doing all my work."
If you are all run down from womanly
this place, Mrs. Bettie Bullock
a follows : "1 suffered for four troubles, don't give up in despair. Try

Catron, Ky.
from

writes

years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardul, the woman's tonic. It has helped
this time, I could only sit up for a little more than a million women, In Its 90

Sunday in the Country
Sunday was a beautiful day,
too beautiful to remain indoors,
hence the scribe with his family
motored out to the Unoin church
where he talked to a goodly
audience at eleven o'clock.
Some two delightful hours
were spent in the hospitable
home of A. L. King. King is
superintendent of the Bible
school at Union and he is a
"kingly" good one too.
In the afternoon we motored
on to the Locust Grove school
house, where this writer again
spoke to a splendid audience,
H. C. Good is the Bible school
superintendent here and he is
certainly a "good" one.
S.

while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should
an. At times, I would have severs pains surely help you, too. Your druggist has
sold Cardul for years. He knows what
In my left side.

Child Dies From
Bite of Rattler

The doctor was called In, and his treat- It will do. Ask him. He wiU recomment relieved me for a while, but I was mend it Begin taking Cardul today.

Wright, the
daughter of G. W. Wright, who
lives on the Polk farm southeast
of town, is the first rattlesnake
victim of the present year in
New Mexico. She was bitten by
a rattlesnake in Held near her
home and was rushed to town
where medical Bid was given
her, but it was too late. She
died the next afternoon at the
Midway hotel,

Writ
In: Chattaiumfa Mrilcliw Co..
soon confined to my bed sgain. After Advliory Dept..
Chattanooga, Itnn., fur
t
book.
Inttnictiott n ynur cat
that, nothing seemed to do me any good. Treatment It W Mfc" atnl in iam wtappar.
and64-pv-

U4IM
fuiciai
' Ho ma

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

UP-TO-DA-

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

PLUMBING!

TE

s
plumber from
We have with us a
strictly
guaranteed.
work
All
Roswell.
first-clas-

WE SELL HIE LEADING MANUKACTURBKB

.

N.
Cahillllron Wks.,
Kahler Co.

0.

OOOUS:

Melrose,

N. M., March

20.-R-

osa

For Sale
Good sorgham and maize

three

Clovis Tin Shop, R. T. Holton, Prop.

Many people will learn with
interest of the great progress
made by aRwwellgirl in her
Miss Lorena
musical career.
Connelly has spent a year under
the famous E. A. Tausigg voice
teacher of Saint Louis and also
will get her degree next week,
in piano and harmony, from the
Missouri Conservatory of Music,
Saint Louis. Miss Connolly has
taken special work in public
school music, having the opportunity of watching carefully this
art as taught in the Saint Louis
Saturday, May 28th,
schools.
Miss Connolly will give her recital in piano work and the following week will appear twice
on the program of advanced
pupils in a recital given by E. A.
Tausigg. Miss Connolly is a
talented girl and this year has
meant much to her. Roswell
Record.
i

lt-d-

It

phone 255.
Gus Herfurth.

When down town shopping stop at Parish Candy
Kitchen for your luncheon.
Phono 72 your hardware wants

Barry Hardwere Co.
Money you will save by having your watcli rc?and hy J. M.
tf.
Hook. Whv pay more'.'

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE !
First Class CAR SERVICE at All TimeR.
Phones 85 and 152.
P. O. Box 544.
Clovis. New Mexico.
All Kinds of

--

M.

M.

31-p-
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IF YOU ARE PERPLEXED
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PRORLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OF OUR INSTITUTION are extended to everyone.

Come In

We Want to Meet You

Lay and Pay.
$1.00 per 15.
$2.50 per 50. $4.00 per 100. Vis-

it our ranch or address
Robt Byrnes, Havener, N.

lllillllillllliillll

1

Eggs For Hatching
Thompson's
strain Barred
Plymouth Rocks, rthat Weigh,

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Expert repairing.
Geo. T. Wilson,

and four cents per bundle, delivered in Clovis. See or phone
Gus Here fur th at High school,

Nelson Co.,

SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

A Young Musician

I

m

5

Money! Money!

5

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no
tice.

X

See us at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

I lie

An
J rnr x
genual
luccu mamci;

tVol

Mnnf Fin

Houk, Keown and Wood, Props.

Fresh and Cured Meats

T3

ffs of all kinds.
Fresh Fish, Oysters and
Produce.
Phone Na 7.

Next Door to Postoffice.

X

THE CL0VI8 NEWS
away on a day's visit to some friends.
Two frowsy tramps lurking behind
leafy screen witnessed tbe departure
H WWIIWI.1 I
V.i y
1.
and heard Vera speak of a busy bak
.
t
Ing day, all alone in the house. One
M
of tbe tramps carried a bag. When
father and mother were well out of
sight, the intruders threw the bag Into
a woodshed and advanced to the open
The tablet form of this old
kitchen door.
"My pretty one," one of them called
reliable remedy makes it possiIn, "don't get frightened. We're com'
ble for you to check any illness
uion folk of the road and grub Is our
at the very onset It is a safeonly demand. You do as we ask and
Br CERTRUOE MART SHEItlDAN
guard against coughs, colds and
you wont get scared or hurt."
other catarrhal conditions, no
"You frighten me!" breathed Vera,
matter what symptoms are
(Cupj right. 1916, by W, O. Chapman.)
apprehensively, "but what is it you
LIT- - 1
f
manifest Catarrh it an Inflamma"Honk-honk!want?"
tion of the mucous membrane that
I
Just this: there's a live goose In
Crabbed, mlserl, old Jared Dunn,
lines the breathing apparatus and
AN
bag we've Just thrown into that shed
the digestive apparatus. PERUNA
seated on the porch of his low
relieves catarrh. In tablet form it la
KT THEIR BEAUTIFUL
house, bent bis ear and listened yonder. We want it killed, dressed
intently.
and roasted.
I'll bet you're Just
FELTS HAS BECOME A
dandy cook and It will be nothing to
"
Its prompt action makes It
His thin sour lips formed an expres- you. It you want to throw in a loaf
for men and women exHIGHLY PROFITABLE
baking,
you're
of
luscious
bread
that
sion of comprehension and satisfacposed to sudden changes In the
go
away
compelled to be out In
or
we'll
weather
with fondest memories
tion. Ho smiled in au eerie way.
BUSINESS IN SOME
slush and rain.
"You beat 'em all, old bird!" he of tbe handsomest gal we've socn in a
It will also bo found most satischuckled, "and I get the credit for it. year.
MnilTUCDM CTATCC
factory as a tonic following an at
Vera hesitated. Then she resolved.
Mornin' neighbor." he bobbed to
of illness.
tack
The men looked peaceable. A little
passing acquaintance
"mowing ?"
EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
arduous,
cookery
added
would
be
not
CARRY A BOX
"Meadow strip hay, yes.
S
2H.Vk:' .,'Aif:,
ft
i.
?V
ic
wttwvrtrrmifs. ItsvtlmaBdoihtrtcom-pU- 4
"Got It In afore Wednesday, then," Kut when Vera went out to the woodlo lake Ion drlvt to th cold sad
advised Jared, with wlso look at the Bhed, hatchet in hand, she made a surdm who occupation nib)c(( blm U
prising discovery. Tho bag held Honotho danierof nddea eoidt mar um k as a
sky.
snvrouvo with lha atturanot thai Iho
lulu, which the tramps evidently had
"Wet spell?"
tableu mada an from tha lamo form alary
stolen from Jared Dunn.
nif
JIM
aatha liquid nwdlctna wtih iu 44 ysan of
If.
II "Sure thing, wlthlu twenty-fou- r
Now Vera knew the fowl well from
hours."
The sky was clear and spotless, but having seen It. She liked Mr. Dunn
By N. DEARBORN.
Rufus Dawes quickened his step. If less than the goose, for she felt that
Mr. Dunn had been unjust to her
The natural prodiK'tlon of
there was one weather-verseman in
USSES SURltr PRtVEXTQ
r
Kridgeton, it was Jared. He never fiance. She turned Honolulu Into
br Oattir'a BlMfclaa pin.
iuib p.u:ni3i itj i"
l
coop
I
of
own
one
selected
and
their
approaching a suro mid. and
n
prophesied wrong. The almannc might
WMare itocBncn tweauM ttiu in.
geese.
AeMra
In three hours time the two
itiiar himIm ml
n I the growing world-widerr, the signal service quibble, but
foe baoUrt aid iMilasnltla,
ror in era requires
niunii
iMKia run ii.av
Jared never made a mistake. Hence, tramps glontingly carried away a fine
pf.
BlMklM aula ipa
MH.
that the present supply be
DM ftn IfitaRtnr. hut PuH. ' his neighbor hobbled eff at an accel- rousted fowl and a loaf of home-madrnporVnltT
Tba
af Cutur oratfuru la dua lo atiTTI
Block
mipplomenicd
with
erated pace to save his menaced hay bread and the tension on Vera'i PO,
OKttllidno la
aalf.
laalrl aa Cuttar1. If unobtaloaMa, ontar dlrwt.
nerves was relieved.
obtainod through iiomentlca
crop.
TNI CUTTtS lASOBATORV.
CUUvalt
Kxporii'iice has demonstrated
linn
Vera
would
how
man
knew
old
the
Then Jared Dunn, double-faceold
thai hiiiiiu of the fur bearers may he
skeesicks that he was! ambled enjoy-abl- y miss his adopted pet, in fact within an
rnli.eil without dlfllculty. This Is like
PARKEfe'A
around to his extensive poultry hour a town constable came by In
HAIR BALSAM
ly to It ad to the eBtaLlishninut of fur
yard. It was with eyes of pride and search of tbe missing fowl and deA loll
pratantkaa 0r
l.irniliiK on a small scale as an addi
scribing Mr. Dunn In a frantic state
Ralpa to oradloata daadraC.
Doineslication of the lox was tlrst mals are more valuable when pro- exultation that be viewed one part leu
Far Raatortas Color anal
lional source of income on farms in
anxiety.
of
lar fowl among
numerous. This
ahurtptoaraparFadod
achieved In lliSM by Hobert T. Oulton duced in northern localities,
Hair,
'limy
a tt.op at Drurv'it4.
placos along our northern
furriers was a gloriously the
loa.
"I'll take Honolulu back to Mr. Dunn
streaked and crested
tinnier, much as poultry Is now ruined and Charles Ihilion on Prince Edward have learned that certain localities
myself,"
announced
Vera.
Island, a Canndiun province In the are not too far south to produce valIm'ii propurly conducted, fur farm
The old man stared bard at her ai
Gulf of St. Lawrence. Silver fox polts uable furs, but the conclusions they
FOR
REAL
iik tuny become very prolltable
REGRET
she appeared and emptied his feath- CAUSE
nave continuously commanded high are able to form are of only very gen
. will pay not only In direct returns to prices,
bug.
ered
out
favorite
of
the
and hunters have been corre eral application. To determine the re
Hut producer, but Indirectly, the nat
"You're the girl my nephew is golnt Mistreated Father Thought Ha Saw
spondingly keen to secure them. It Is gions suitable for fox farming, therenriil an, I legitimate desire for furs can
How the Situation Might Have
to marry," observed the old man, curinot strange, therefore, that the flm fore, it is necessary to learn
areas
the
be srutliied, the extirpation of the
Been Different
ously and Intently studying Vera. "I
successful
breeders
of
this
rare
animal
within
pro.
which
foxes are known to
most valuable and interesting of our were
owe you a good deal for finding Honomen who bad pursued It In the dure superior fur. Records show that
fur bearers can be prevented and an
They were traveling
peacefully
lulu. How was It?"
chase. The two mentioned had hunted such localities occur only north of
extensive department of manufacture
home In their lumbering market cart,
story.
She
told
the
grim
The
face
together,
nixes
and
had
frequently the southern boundary of the Cana
and trade supporting a large popula
of her auditor began to uncloud. He when from the shadowy hedge there
bonsht and sold fox pelts of their dian zone. This boundary crosses the
(ion can he continued.
led her on to talk of his nephew, a leapt two unkempt forms. No time
neighbors.
Oulton was once lucky States of Maine, , New Hampshire,
Simtihh in domesticating wild anl enough to shoot a silver fox
expression came Into his eye. waa wasted in useless talking. In a
the skin Vermont, Michigan, Wisconsin, Mln
iiiiiIm, u.4 in other branches of
Did the purity, Innocence and bright businesslike manner they rifled tho
of which netted
rtccomlng Im- ncBota and North Dakota, and ex
dependB on experience, adapt' pressed with the
truthfulness of this charming soul pocketa of Parmer Jones and his
possibility of domestitends southward along the mountains
utility, uud prudence. No one should cating such valuable
bring bnck a memory of his dead daughter, turned them out of tbe cart.
fur bearers. in New York, Pennsylvania, West Vir
and drove off In it themselves.
uikiiki' in the business unless he en Oulton and Oulton separately experi- glnla, and in all
sister, llurvey's mother?
the states of the
"Dear, oh, dear!" walled the poor
Jys li ami is ianilllar with the habits, mented in building foxproof fences Hocky mountain region
waiting
get
enouph
"Just
save
to
to
and westward.
characteristics and climatic requiro- - and in feeding and breeding the ani- South of the forested regions
Horse
married on?" he spoke speculatlngly, old man, "here's a nice
of
the
i munis of the animals
he intends to mals.
half to himself. "And you brought and cart and money all gone I"
After Boveral years' work on northern tier of states and western
propagate. Tlio choice of location Is of these problems they formed partner"Not the money, father." broke la
back Honolulu and you're a bright,
a
Oregon, however, the Canadian zone,
prime importance. The best furs come ship In 1891, built a ranch
the daughter. "I had the purse In my
good lass. I'll see I'll see!"
and stocked although sufficiently cold, is too dry
i mm cool, moderately
humid regions, It with two pairs of silver foxes. This and sunny for the production of
He did "see." Everything In the mouth."
s
"In your mouth, lass?" replied the
if a locality furnishes native furs of became the liroi profitable fox
sweet influence of this charming girl
ranch,
fur.
tilgh grade, that locality Is favorable the
old man, feebly. "Good for you! But
penetrated
the
crust
of
his
sordid
forerunner of a remarkable and,
should be situated
A fox ranch
ui. the domestication
of fur bearers fop that region, a revolutionary In
humor. As he turned away It was to what a pity your mother wasn't there,
where it will have good drainage and
Tlio climate of the middle and south
hide
a hungry longing for com pan then we might have saved tbe horse
dustry.
shaded by a young
be partially
ern stau is not well suited to this
and cart!"
ion ship.
At that time black pelts brought growth of deciduous trees. Each pair
industry, as shown by the medium or much higher prices
Come and see me again, will you?"
runway of
than
silver
have
a
should
nelts.
foxes
of
low prices commanded by furs from
he asked.
STRAIN ON THE IMAGINATION
This prompted Oulton & Dalton to re- about 2,500 square feet. They thrive
llieae areas. The ratio of expense to tain their dnrker
I will be glad to," replied Vera in
animals and dispose on a varied diet, including meat, fish, -income niuut be considered with care. of the lighter ones,
her simple straightforward way. "You Company Was Willing to Believe a
I Wouldn't Care to Part With You."
and as a result bread, mush, milk and table scraps.
Uno cannot pay the exorbitant prices each successive lot
are Harvey's uncle, and we both speak
Lot, but Longbow's Stay Waa
of pelts from thnlr The reproductive period Is about ten goose.
animals for stocking purposes some' yards was
It was pacing about In
con of you so often."
Too Much for Them.
darker
than
young
In April
prethose
born
are
years.
The
of
sequential way, as tbourb aware of the
limes bring, and expect to raise fur at vious years.
"Go away, child." he warned, in a
Finally In 1910, thoy or .May, the average litter containing
a profit. Neither can one expect to were able to
extreme approbation of its owner. It choking tone. "I'm a selfish, hardMr. Stretcher Tea, it'a cold, bat
send to the
only about half of was
still honking, but low and croon- hearted old man and thank you for nothing like what It waa
raise furs of a line quality from Infe- the finest collection of London snles four cubs; but as
at Christmas
produce young in ing, as though
pelts
silver
captive
females
fox
the
rior stock. Hut given a normal mar
talking to itself.
Honolulu, and I'll make that right three years ago, when the ateam from
that had ever appeared there.
any given year, the annual Increase
"Doily report, all the same, old with you."
ket for breeding stock and pelts, a ra
the engines frose bard and foil on tha
Disclosure of the results of the 1910 has not averaged above 100 per cent Honolulu!"
approved
vorablo location, a love for animals,
"I
Jared.
Ho made It so "right." that within line In sheets.
Foxes bear captivity well. No wide- wouldn't care to part with you."
;urd on ordinary degree of prudence, sales was the climax of the first stairo
week there was a reconciliation
Mr. Cuffer And yet
appeared among
Honolulu was a bird of passage, with his nephew and a new house go- cold as In '87. when It that wasn't so
one mny engage In black or sllvor lox in the developmont of fox farminir. spread dlBease has
readily, and strongly
froie the elecPeople
heal
who
formerly
Wounds
had
them.
known
some
lurniing with a good prospect of satis
domiciled in an alien land. ing up for the engaged pair.
tricity In the telephone wires, and
usually attribut- A wild goose
factory returns, provided, of course, a thing of the business were now eager cases or sickness are
superior
of
endurance
brought
you
"You
about,
fnra
it
all
when
the thaw came all the machines
By
bigh price for pelts Is sustained. to engage in It. Those having money able to a lack of proper care.
and flying power, it bad lunded down ous old bird!" exulted
to his re were talking aa hard as tbey could
in foxes. Others mortgaged
selective breeding the originators of in tho poultry yard among other more covered fowl, but old
Values of unheals and pelts were very Invested
only
.uolulu
for upwards of Ave hours.
high a few years ago, when the indus- their farms for the purpose of fitting fox culture produced a superior strain civilized fellows about a year previ- bobbed about. He could not consis"Well, gentlemen," said Mr. Lone- few ous. There was a Jagged
try was being luunchcd, but are now up ranching facilities and boarded of animals in the course of
In Its tently "honk" Just then. There were bow, "the coldest year
wound
that I can reThis fact Is an assurance that neck and as Jared came to examine no stormy
on a much lower basis. Persons who foxes for a share of the progeny. Mow years.
weather conditions hover' member waa In the Christmas week
coiitoniplato going actively Into the rapidly prices for breeding Btock ad- even greater improvements can be this, he found imbedded within it the Ing only sunshine!"
In '84, when tbe very policemen had to
lniHliicss or investing their money In vanced Is well illustrated by the expe achieved by selecting, from different broken off Mono head of an arrow.
run to keep themselves warm."
largest
races,
of
foxes
the
one
geographic
of
rience
ranchman
who
sold
his
roYporutlons or compunics organized
It was by pure accident that this LEECH ONCE HIGHLY PRIZED
But that waa too much, and with
for fox farming Bhould thoroughly In- first pair of cubs for $750, and other size and crossing them with animals arrow had played an important part
silent looks of Indignation the other
$:t,(MiO.
Buccesslvoly
having
fur.
pairs
the
for
finest
$12,uOD,
vestigate it in all Its phases
In the fortunes of Jared. He chanced
$13,000 and $14,000.
In the fnll of
The exceedingly high value of sil to relate the Incident to a college pro In Days That Have Long Gone By tht two left to his own reflections the
man who treated the truth so slightly.
The nuinn "silver fox" as commonly
Bloodsucker Was Considered
913 good ranch-brecubs six months ver foxes has led to the adoption of a fessor, whose fnd was archeology
and
lined by furriers, Includes the dark old sold for from $11,000 to $13,000
of Value.
a variety of precautions against their kindred sciences. The professor took
l.hnaes of the ordinary red fox, vari- pair. Pairs that had had largo
THE FIR8T TASTE
loss. On the more pretentious ranches an Interest in the circumstance.
The
ously called Bilvor, silver gray, silver were valued at about twice as litters
Our great-granfathers regarded the Learned to Drink Coffee When a Bey.
the animals are regularly examined by arrow head was one identified as used
much
h'.nck, or black. It should not be con- as slx nionths old cubs.
outfit in
a doctor and guarded by watchmen, by an obscure tribe in the Sandwich lecrh as a sort of first-aifused with Iho gray, or truo fox of the
If parenta realized the fact that cofIn the days when
Cats Islands. It was apparent, therefore, case of sickness.
in the pioneer days, when proper bulldogs, and burglar alarms.
United States, the fur of which Is of methods for handling
wns a popular panacea fee contains a drug caffeine which
kept to act as foster mothers to mat
are
unfoxes
were
Honolulu had winged a memor
ccmriaiatlvcly little value. The color!
known, many failures resulted from orphan cubs. Foxhounds are trained able flight over land and sea thou the physician would l.ave worried less la especially harmful to children, they
of tlio red fox of the northeastern
over the loss of his pill box than over would doubtless hesitate before giving
Injury
without
and
bold
ignorance and carelessness.
overtake
to
exThe
sands of miles, to domesticate itself
t.latt' and m its allies of the colder
following the fur snles of foxes that have escaped, and blood- In an humble poultry yard In a strange the death of this little worm. And them coffee to drink.
parts of North America varies from citement
"When I was a child In my mother's
was popular
1910 hastened
the improvement of hounds are employed to track thieves. land. The Incident of the long flight so long as
red to black, and tlieBo extremes, with
there was nothing to match the eff- anna and first began to nibble thlngi
methods of feeding, handling, and
yards
$100
runs
of
from
cost
The
published
4
the
was
In
fowl
several
'
their graduations, form four more or breeding.
iciency of the leech.
at tho table, mother used to give ma
It also broke the monop to $150 each for common silver foxes scientific journals,
the name of Jared
loss distinct phasos, known respec- oly,
Nature fitted him for the task to alps of coffee. And so I contracted
caused
a
rapid
and
up
distribution
thousand
dollars
to
several
for
the
of
was
duly
used, and bo was puffed up
tively as red, cross (or patch), silver,
foxes and of Information concerning host silvers.
The price of foxes will greatly when made a member of tho which the physician adapted him. tha coffee habit Mrly.
and black.
Long before be waa used on humans
"I continued to use coffee until I waa
Now, with a comparatively
them.
The National Ornithological society.
decline sb the supply Increases.
the leech was performing operations 17, and when I got Into office work I
The color of silver foxes varies from large number of silver foxes In do profits from breeding silver foxes have
That was not all. As be became of his own on fUn, frogs and other negan to nave nervous spells. EspegrWr.ly to pure black, except for a few mestication,
with a clearer under- thus far been very large. So long as
familiar with Honolulu and got to neighbors of bis in tbe mud and slime cially after breakfast I waa
white tipped hairs on the back and standing of their successful manageso nerv
breeding
for
demand
the
stock exceeds studying tho fowl, he discovered that
' rump.
In the black phase, the white ment, and with a return of moderate
at the bottom of his marsh home.
oua I could scarcely attend to my corsupply, the value of the annual In- the Intelligent bird was
the
a natural
is) absent from all parts except
His operating tools consist of a cup respondence.
the tip prices for breedors, a steady, healthy, crease, or the gross Income, will aver-agweather glass.
"Honk! Honk!" like sucker at the end of his tall and
of the toll, which is white In all four and general development of Bllver fox
"At night, after having had coffee
approximately 100 per cent of the clarion note was That
diverse, but dependphases. The red phase Is much more farming may he expertcd. Fox ranches vrlue of the breedftig stock.
another at his mouth. Also at bis for aupper, I could hardly aleep, and
When able. In tlnK
Jared could translate mouth are three semicircular, sharp- - on rising In the morning would feel
stimulant thun the others, but all four are established in most of the Cana- part of the Increase can be disposed of
Interbreed freely, and wherever one dian provinces and in Maine, Now only by slaughtering for fur, profits the circumscribed goose dialect to a toothed Jaws, whlrh he works tOROth
weak and nervous.
"A friend persuaded mo to try Poa- :trtirs occasional fxumples of the Hampshire, Massachusetts. New York, will be Icsb than at present, but even point where the changes In the baro- er like a saw. With these he cuts his
meter were vocally announced and way through the scales of a fish and tum.
ntliciM nay be expected. In general Pennsylvania. Ohio, Wisconsin,
Michi then they are likely to be much greatInn cross fox is fairly common, the gan. Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon, er than from ordinary lines of hus- rain, wind or murklnoss predicted two reaches the blood.
can now get good sleep, am free
days in advance with unerring accurmiter Kruy scarce, and the pure black Washington and Alaska.
Then the leech's wormlike body be from nervousness and headaches.
bandry Involving like capital and
vory ruro.
acy,
and
Jared Dunn took due credit gins to expand. He has 11 pairs of recommend Postum to all coffee drink-era.- I"
While pelts of all fur bearing anl- to himself for bis invincible weather sacks in his stomach, and he must All
prognostications,
never mentioning all these before he is satisfied. He
Name given by Postum Co- - Battle
A Fine Department.
No Improvement.
Exaggerated Optimism.
Honolulu as tbe source of his erudite drinks until he is from two to three Creek, Mich.
I
good
a
police
"Got
department
In
efllclcncy.
'lion t you know," remarked the
times his natural size.
Postum cornea In two forma:
"HIlKKlns is trying to be an optl- - this town?"
humotiat, "that it is impossible for me mist."
Jared Dunn had a nephew, his only
The leech is liveliest in day time,
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
"You btft we have."
living relative, estranged for some and at night he curls up for a nap.
lo think and operate the typewriter
"The last time I saw him he thought
bo well boiled, lBo and SBo pack-age"Funny all these burglars that are
ImiiltnncoiiHly."
time. Ho was Harvey iiross and was When winter comes he buries himself
everything was going to smash."
working
seem
to
be
get
to
away
able
now
"Thai being the case," rejoined the
pay
working
and
small
for
hard
In the mud and waits for warmer
"He thinks so yet. Hut he's getting with it."
Instant Postum a soluble powder-disso- lves
lull tor. "you are no better off than Into a lram of mind
In the village.
Harvey was in love weather.
quickly In a cup of hot wathat makes him
"Well, that is queer, but we're got
When you used a pen."
lth Vera Morton. They were too
suspect that maybe he'll enjoy see- a good department
ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
just
same."
the
poor
to marry as yet, but courtship
ing It happen."
a delicious beverage Instantly. 80c and
Pleasant Days.
"What makes you think so?"
Bridge Anchored to Rock.
'md been a delight and they were loyal
'I wonder if it ain't a fake that SOo Una.
"Burglars may bo able to get away, i
A ("ii'Pi nalon nridgn in Bavaria has
nd hopeful.
City's Children Slaughtered.
horseshoes has luck?"
Both forma are eaually delicious and
hut If the tail light
put one tower, the cables at ths other
The Morton family lived quite a
Upward of 300 children are being pens to blow out I geton my car hap"No; a horseshoe hit me once't. "oat about the same per cup.
pinched
before
Mni Icing anchored Ir a high rock killed each year in the streets
usance frori the town. One morning an' I was took to a hospital an' fed an'
of New I've gone two blocks." Detroit Free
There'e a Beaaon" for Postum.
blull
.arly Vcra's father and mother drove rested fer two twits."
York and about 7,600 others injured.
Press.
Id by Q roc
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Forces Expected to
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Lettuce Shipped in Corrugated Pasteboard Containers.
Down Flat.)
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Directions for getting produce to the
consumer fresh and undamaged.
Asparagus.
Asparagus should be cut often
enough so that It does not become
tough or overgrown. The tops should
not be wet, as this starts decay, and
all Imperfect stalks should be culled
out It should be carefully tied up
or pound bunches, with
in
tops all even and the bottoms trimmed
off square. It improves the appearance of asparagus to wrap it In parchment paper.
Beans (Snap Beans).
Beans, whothor bush or pole varieties, should be picked when free from
rain or dew, while tender, crisp enough
to snap, and before the seed la large
enough to bulge the pod very much.
The size of the seed will vary with
the variety, but both pod and seed
must be tender. Any defective, rusty,
insect-eaten- ,
discolored or undesirable
beans should be kept out. Thoy should
be fresh picked- when shipped. Only
varieties which are entirely or practically free from strings should be
markotlng.
grown for parcel-pos- t
Cabbage.
Only perfect, bard beads of cabbage
should be considered for parcel post
marketing. They Bhould be carefully
trimmed of waste leaves and stalk,
and soft, growing, bursting, frozen or
decaying heads must be eliminated. A
variety producing small to medium-sizefirm heads should be selected.
Cauliflower.
The heads of caullllower should be
very carefully bandied whon cut and
after having beon cut. Iu trimming,
at least one circle of the large outer
leaves bcBides the smaller ones beneath should be left to protect the
head. Paper Is sometimes placed over
the head for further protection and
tucked down inside the leaf stems.
All heads must be compact, and any
or
inferior, discolored,
otherwise defective ones should not
be shipped. To be of the most desirable eating quality, cauliflower should
be used by the consumer as soon after
cutting aa possible.
Celery.
clean
Only Arm, fresh,
celery ahould be (shipped. It should be
washed and well trimmod of roots,
loose and diseased or discolored
leaves, and stems. The stalks should
be of one length and practically uniform in size. They should be freed
from water as thoroughly as possible
and wrapped In paper.
Cucumbers.
For slicing, only the long, straight,
smooth, green cucumbers from six to
nine inches in length chould be
shipped.
The spongy, thick, yellow,
runty, or overlarge ones, or those having wilted or shrunken ends, ahould
be culled out. The cucumbers should
be cut and nor pulled from the vine.
half-poun- d
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Insect-damage-

Knocked

(Containers
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firm; If they are to last the consumer
several days, some should bo picked
"bard ripe" and others beginning to
No
split, curly,
ripen.
wormy, or otherwise defective tomatoes should be shipped for eating pur
poses.
It Is desirable that fruit shipped
should be fairly uniform In size unless
it is to meet special requirements of
the customer. It shipped with other
fruits or vegetables, tomatoes should
be so packed that nothing else can
mash them.
Green Corn (Sugar).
The sooner sugar corn is eaten after
gathering, the better Its eating quality.
No Inferior ears ahould be shipped.
All should bo well developed, free from
worms, and gathered at the proper
stage of rfovelopment; that Is, In full
milk, but before showing any signs of
firmness or toughness.
Lettuce (Head).
Consumers prefer firm,
lettuce. It should be well developed,
and the heart turned white before cutting. It Is best to ship only lettuce
which is free from dirt, and no dis
or imperfect
carded,
heads should be Included.
Lettuce (Loose Leaf).
Some varieties of lettuce do not produce heads but Instead a loose cluster of leaves. It should be cut when
of good size, but tender and crisp.
Trim off the outside, discolored, and
otherwise unattractive leaves. Lettuce
should be dry when packed.
Peas.
Growers should allow peas to mature properly; but, of course, consumers do not want bard, ripe peas. They
should be cool and dry when picked
and packed to avoid heating and molding. Immature, dirty, or defective pods
should be discarded.
,
Root Vegetables.
Root vegetables, such as beets, can
rots, parsnips and turnips, should be
tender, fresh, sound, washed clean and
size. No overgrows,
of desirable
stringy, coarse or undersized stock
should be marketed.
8pinach and Kale.
Spinach and kale should be free
They
from sand, dirt and insects.
should be of good green color, without
yellow, decayed loaves, or seed stalks,
and of proper size according to the
season and tbe market supplied.
"Bunched" Vegetables.
Some vogotables, such as radishes,
onions, new boots, carrots, turnips,
salsify, watercress and parsley, are
Occatied In bunches for marketing.
sionally It may be desirable to bunch
marketing, ss
them for parcel-pos- t
shown In the Illustration.
"Hunched" vegetables should be of
proper size, according to the season
and the market custom, and should be
neatly and carefully bunched. Tbe
number in each bunch varies on the
different markets and according to the
The first Ave
kind of vegetables.
well-heade- d

insect-damage-
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Cairo. Egypt Is waiting. It is waiting with the patience ot a country
ages old that can afford to wait It Is
quite conscious of its position in the
war. It eipects the German-Turkisforces to plunge toward tbe Sues
canal, and it Is ready for them. But
it awaits the event with an eastern
calm on which Is superimposed a
British calm.
Here in Cairo I feel I am in closed
territory. After being raced across
the eastern Mediterranean in a P.
ft O. liner with an honest fear ot
submarines, I was dropped at Port
Said and there was an ordinary train,
dining car and all, which bustled
us on to Cairo, skirting the canal and
tbe desert which were not at all aa
ordinary. Once in Egypt 1 or anyone
can move about anywhere. It Is easier
to knock about on tbe delta ot tbe
Nile than in France or England.
Once you are off the delta the tri
angle with Cairo at the apex, you run
The secretive
Into military zones.
desert lies beyond and even tbe tralna
ot padded footed camels snooping off
across tbe skyline, no doubt on quite
ordinary errands, and their Arab'
drivers add to the mystery. As to the
Arabs most of them could tell a good
deal if they cared to talk.
No Uprising Is Likely.
One can spend four and a half days
going from Khartoum as easily as any
tourist ever traveled tbe Nile, but If
there Is one thing extremely unlikely
to happen in Egypt it is an uprising
between here and the Soudan; nor are
any of the desert tribes likely to cre
ate any havoc along the river. Trou
ble can come but from two directions,
east and west. Both are under active
military control and I am ior the
present not permitted to write about
them.
But there is enough going on In this
small, Intensely vivid world to keep
one from getting restless. For, remote from the war as we are here, we
are in It In a strategic position, and
the part ot Egypt which counts
strategically In a military sense Is
It is only three
really quite small.
hours from here to Alexandria and
five to Port Said. The situation has
Beyond that
dramatic compactness.
there are only the considerable out
post forces at the oases In the desert.
Cairo
Egypt Is Jtaged in Cairo.
has not given up any of Its ordinary
life, except the tourist trade, and Is
carrying off its military honors with
quite an air. It can afford to let the
tourists go, because it has tbe
Australians and they are worth more
In a month than the tourists ot ten
years.
News From the 8enussi.
I happen to be waiting tor something that lifts the curtain and reveals a corner of the stage. A British
officer has located an Arab some
where In the depths of Cairo, and
this Arab baa Just come off tbe west
ern desert and knows more than any
other man on the delta about the doman in
ings of the
Egypt, the head of the 8enussl, the
desert chieftain who is the unknown
quantity In Egypt and that officer's
report will mean much. I have seated
myself, as many thousands of Ameri
cans have done, on tbe terrace of
Sbepheard's hotel, but I have quite an
other sight from the usual one before
me.
Imagine the most European of
Cairo's streets Oiled from the steps
of the hotel to the arcade across the
way with swaggering men In kbakt,
Tbey walk with a swing and
"cheero," their spurs Jangling, the
Emu feathers in their bata waving,
their level eyes a head above even
the toll Egyptians. To anyone used
to tke areas of Europe tbey strike
you like a fresh wind off the moun
tains For those are the Australians;
tbe roughest, toughest, fit and fight
ing body of men I believe the world
has ever seen. All the varicolored
fascinating life of Cairo Is swept away
by their virility. They seem fairly
to swell through tbe streets.
Heroes of Western Romanes.
Imagine this ancient and secretive
city bustling with the heroes of west
ern romance, with their pockets full
of money and itching to spend It to
blow It in In a large and conspicuous
They fill the sidewalks.
manner.
flicking with their swagger sticks at
the bare legs of the sons of the
Prophet who wriggle among them keen
on baksheesh and offering to sell them
what they will.
The steps of the hotel are lined
with military police, soldiers wearing
ths red and white brassard of the
P. M. s guard. They are here every
h
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Carrier (Without Baskets) and Kale Shipped In It by Parcel Post
the
For packing, cucumbers ahould fte of named are usually shipped with
broken
the size desired by the customer, such tops on. If the bunches are
to
as "midgets," ihe very small ones, or If they are not bunched In order
facilitate packing, the count and grade
size.
three-inch- ,
should be the same aa if they were
Eggplant.
Eggplant should be cut when the shipped in bunches. Farmers' Bulletin
for Parcel Post
fruits are of proper size, but should No. 703, "Suggestions
not be allowed to become tough. Un- Marketing," can be secured from the
wilted, or de- Division of Publications, United States
desirable' sized,
e

two-Inc-

fective ones should be discarded. The
fruit should be wrapped in paper and
carefully packed.
Tomatoes.
Great care should be taken In picking, handling and packing tomatoes,
so that they do not get bruised,
s cracked or mashed.
They should be
picked without stems to avoid the
bruising or other fruit by the stems
when packed. If they are for Immedi.
they should be ripe, but very
ate

ut,

Department of Agriculture.

Minor Tool Cost,
The total cost of ths minor items ot
equipment needed on a farm is much
greater than the average person is
wont to think. It has been found by
inventories taken on a number of
farms that the tools and implements
actually needed on the average farm,
from a wheelbarrow down to ft hulking peg, cost nearly $200.

perial Australian private In order. But
tonight they are particularly vigilant
as an order has been Issued declaring
Shepbeard's and the Continental hotels out of bounds tor anyone under
thj rank of an officer. Tbe ordor was
Issued because the Australian prlvatea
were monopolizing the two best places
in the town to dine.
Two of these Australian boys, lean- flanked horsemen from the plains.
free men In the very carriage of
their heads, started to mount the
stops. "Pull them up!" the lieutenant of the P. M.'s guard snapped out
For a moment I thought we would
have a scene, but the two boys, who
had not heard the official order, listened with faces as cold as marble,
and, without losing a trace of dig
nity, turned and walked down the
stairs. I wanted to cheer. The landing at Anzak was easier tor them
than to walk down those stairs, but
tbey did It like cowboys and men.
"King's" Son a Private.
Most of these Australians have
plenty of money and there is no telling by their rank how much money
they have.
One private has rented
the most expensive house for rent In
Cairo and has a retinue of servants.
He is the son ot a pearl king.
The democracy ot this army shocks
some British officers and delights
some others. Usually they like It, be
cause the type ot British officer who
has been sent to Egypt Is usually a
man who has knocked about tbe back
countries and values men for being
I spent the morning with a
men.
British major who bad received or
ders to work up a 'contingent to
handle a camel corps. For corps cap
tain he picked up an Australian who
has not an "h" to his name and
swears beyond belief. But be under
stands camels and that is all my
He has been doing a
friend asks.
large share of his provisional recruit
ing sitting in a cafe, and the word has
passed around where he is to be
found. And this Is the British army!
An Australian told me a story on
his colonel. They were fresh back
from Gallipoll, and ordered up for a
review So the colonel gave them a
few Instructions, in the family circle,
as to how tbey were to behave, and
ended by saying:
"And for the love ot Mike wben
the General is here don't call me
Bill."
1 can quite believe that story. After
seeing the Joyous Australians It does
not seem a bit out of the way.
Longing for a Scrap.
Three of those mighty men from
the Antipodes were riding on a street
car with me tbe other day and three
dapper effendi, with polished boots
and more than polished manners, entered and sat down opposite.
leaned
One of the Australians
across to me and remarked:
"Stranger, can't you do something to
start a fight T I need exercise."
The effendi looked disturbed but
kept their seats.
The most typical of the stories I
have heard on passable authority occurred the night of tbe evacuation of
Anzac, the particular evacuation In
which the Australians did not lose a
man. Officers have told me that as
they walked down that deadly slope
to which tbey had clung for months
they had not the sllghtost expectation of ever getting away alive. Tbey
hoped they might get some of their
men off on the transports which had
come up under cover of night, but to
escape themselves they considered Impossible.
That night, though everyone knew
what waa going to happen, was
chosen by several mighty Australians
to get dead drunk. They could not be
moved. But In the dawn, hours after
everyone else was gone, they woke
from their drink Homerically, and
swam out until they were picked up.
After First Effect Ordinary Life.
Once the first overwhelming effect
has passed, one
of the Australians
sees from the terraces more of the
ordinary life, the racing gharries
with their shouting drivers bearing
along Egyptian women with fine eyes
and the thin white veils, more a
provocation than a protection, now
In vogue in the East.
Some of the
ladies of the sultan's palace have
also Just passed In a French limou
sine, going three times as fast as
anyone else, and I note they too wear
tbo gossamer yashmaks.
On the sidewalk immediately be
low the rail of the hotel, an Arab
woman Is aquatting telling tho for
A water
tunes of two Australians.
carrier, dirty beyond belief, pushes
along through the swarming porters.
Officers are arriving, bag and bag
gage, every half minute, and through
the red fozzes comes a brighter touch
ot color as two British generals, red
bonds on their caps, red tabs on their
lapels and strips of service ribbons
with every color In tbe rainbow, pull
up.

But through all this distracting
color comes a figure In a white turban,
and a white b unloose who dominates
the sidewalk. A staff officer who has
Just descended the steps sees blm and
thrusts out a hand for him to shake.
He gives It a quiet dignified shake,
and they pass a few compliments before they pass on. It occurs to me
that this is the first time I have seen
an English officer shake hands with a
native and the explanation la being
expressed right behind me.
"A Bedouin," an officer Is saying,
"the first I've seen tor some time, right
off the desert too. Isn't he a specimen for youT A man, by Jove, and ft
gentleman!"
And so I begin to understand why
everyone tn Cairo talks only of ths
night For that matter they are to leader of the Senuaal, the chief of all
be found everywhere la Cairo to the the Bedouins. Arno Dosch In New
umber of 1,600 to keep the same Im York World.

PRETTY CAPITAL VISITOR

craeETs"
Oil

ACT

LIUOWELS

biliousness,
bad taste or constipation

No sick headache,

by morning.
box.
Get ft
Are yon keeping your bowels, liver,
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascareta, or merely forcing
passageway every tew days with
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters T
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Cascerets thoroughly cleanse nd
the stomach, remove tbe sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
take tbe excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poison
in the bowels.
will make yea
A Cascaret
Tbey work
feel great by morning.
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take s
Cascaret now and tben and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipation. Adv.
rear-ulat- e

A
1

7

A Sinecure.
"I'd like to be tbe manager of thle
Joint for about ten minutes," said the
bead bookkeeper.
"What would you do if you wereT"
asked the shipping clerk.
"I'd go cut to lunch. That's all he
ever does, ain't It T"

sx

,

MIbs Madeline Skinner Is one of the
prettiest of the visitors In Washing

Take This Man's Advica
i

.

'

ton this winter. She is the daugh
THE GREAT KIDNEY REMEDY
ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Skinner of TRY
Philadelphia, and la being extensively
Tt
to recom
i vm ma dImmim
entertained.
mend anything that is. right and so I feel
It my duty to beraia tue orauee i w.
Kilmer's Swamp-Hoot- .
GOOD MARKET FOR CAT FUR
For years I was troubled with kidney
dianue and it was so intense that I waa
bedridden for days at a time. I gave us
Trappers Find a Demand for Almost all
hope and doctor for miles around gave
Any Kind of Hide Tnat Bears
me no neip. incidentally i ineu eeverai
Fur.
patent remedies and at last tried Swamp-Roo- t.
From the first it gave me relief
I was able te
Me. Bovs 'and men and it was no time before
Rni Hnrhnr
and around and now 1 am perfectly
up
be
himifipiia of trannlnx and well and able to work aa I used to before
wkn moil.
hunting In this vicinity, and there are my terrible sickness.
So now let me thank yon for your wonmanv such, are all smiles over the re
derful diacovery and tal;e this opportunity
sults of their winter's work.
to recommend it to all who suffer .froze
Last year the bottom was knocKea kidney tronblea.
out of the fur business by the Euro
Yours very truly,
pean war. Prices were very low, auu
WALTER SHIVER,
In connenuence very little
thorn
Dope, Ark.
317 North Main Street.
trapping done. This caused a shortSubscribed end sworn to before me, this
age of manufactured furs and also a 16th ot March, 1013.
decided Increase In the number of
A. V. WARE, Notary Public
animals available this winter.
Will Do For Toe
Provs What Swamp-Roanimals, according to tbe
Bend ten centa to Or. Kilmer A Co,
In
plentiful
so
Binghamton. N.
for s sample aise botwoodsmen, were never
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
this part of New England.
also receive a booklet of valuable InforTime was when only a few kinds of mation, telling about tbe kidneye and bladanimals were much sought for their der. When writing, be aura and mention
r
t
and
pelts. With the increased demand, this paper. Regular
bottles for sale at all drug
however, there Is hardly anything stores. site
Adv.
that wears fur, from the bear to the
muskrat and rabbit, whose skin is
Blocked by Her Think.
not sought. Even the humble house
"I once thought seriously of marrywas
cat brings a price. The muskrat
ing for money."
formerly considered one of the poor"Why don't you, then?"
steady
est of all furs. Now there Is a
"Tbe girl In the case did some thinkdemand for It, and It appears In the ing, too."
fur shops aa American brook mink.
Certain kinds of lamb pelts sell as FOR HAIR AND SKIN HEALTH
Iceland fox. certain kinds of dogskin
are In high favor aa Manchurian wolf
and quantities of catsklns are also Cutlcura Soap and Cutleura Ointment
Are Supreme. Trial Free.
offered under various names.
Beaver, coon, mink, fox and weasel
emolThese fragrant,
have no difficulty rn finding a sale.
An nnt have to masquerade, as lients keep the skin fresh and clear,
their fur Is sufficiently well known the scalp free from dandruff,softcrusts
end
and scales and the hands
and prized in Itself.
white. They are splendid for nursery
and toilet purposes and are most ecoMAY RAISE PRICE OF PAPERS nomical because most effective.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Provincial Journals In Great Britain Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Are Hardest Hit by Pulp
,
Shortage.
Hereditary Experience.
"As a social climber, Mrs. DeRlch to
London. Owing to the Increased
cost of nrint DaDer. due chiefly to high certainly a success."
"She ought to be. Her father waa
freights, a number of English newspa-tiers- ,
nartlcularly In the provinces, are lineman." Judge.
considering the question of coming to
Important to Mother
an agreement to raise their prices.
Examine carefully every bottle ot
Tbey state that unless there Is an InCASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
crease of the price at which newspa
Infants and children, and see that It
pers are sold a great many of the proBears the
vincial newspapers will cease to exist,
or at any rate will be suspended for Signature i
In Use tor Over 30 Years.
the duration ot the war.
Added to the high price of print Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
many
ac
paper is the Increased cost of
A Successful Failure.
cessories In connection with newspa
Ryder Was Jones' airship a sucnnr nroductlon. great shortage of labor
owing to the number of men who have cess?
Walker That depends on the point
gone from the printing trade into the
armv and tbe munition factories and of view.
"How soT"
the great Increase in the wages of boy
Walker Well, as a success It waa
and other labor.
failure, bui as a failure, It was a sua.
cess.
WOULD GO BACK TO PRISON

itnn

ng

fifty-cen-

super-cream-

After Pardon, Aged Man Declares ths
Outside World Haa Treated
Him Badly.
Davenport, la.

Qua Eismberg,

seven-

years old, pardoned sis
months sgo, after serving 28 years in
Fort Madison penitentiary on a murder charge, has asked the local police
to return him to the penitentiary.
"I'm loat I don't know where to
go," he told the police. "I want to return to prison, for I apent all ot my
life that was worth while there. Warty-four

y

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
Te belt pint of water add I oa. Bay Rom, a
small box Of Barbo Compound, and M OS. of
glycerine. Apply to the hair twice a week
until It beoooMe the desired (hade. Any drags
gtai esa put tbia np or yon ess satx U as
tome at very Utile eoet, It will gradual)?

darken streaked, faded gray hair, sad restores dandruff. It is exoellent for folllag
hair and will make bank hair soft and gleeajr.
It wul sot eolor tbe eoalp, la not sueky at
greasy , aad doe ao rob oa. Adv.

The city of Copenhagen Is dally
suming about 26,000 pounds of American salt po.k.

den Sanders waa good to me and noThrew Off CoMs aad freveeilOetev
body out in the world la. I want to
go back to tne only friend I have.'
vaalaM4eaaSaa.ak
The local police will probably aak 17 W
the state board ot pardons to revoke
Tbe United States produces DO per
Elsenberg's pardon and return him to
of the oU ot the world.
sent
of
life.
his
prison for the remainder

Local and Personal
Jack Shaw Van is again work
ing at the master mechanics

Vniif "jr. to

office.

HUDSON MAXIM, international au- thority on arms and amunition makes

Lynn Johnson, the expert
boiler maker, left Friday for his
home in Fort Madison, Iowa.
It will impress even those who
do not want to know the truth!
See The Battle Cry of Peace.
The B Y. P. U. were entertained Friday night of last week
at the handsome new home of
Mrs. George W. Singleton.

an earnest, patriotic plea in

TUB BATTLE CRY
OF PEACE
This call to arms against

war touches the

heart strings of your every emotion. It appeals
to i.ur sense of honor, your sense of duty as an
American. It is an inspired revelation from the
pen of J. Stuart Blackton and produced under his
personal supervision.
It is more than a picture. It is a great national propaganda which deals with the most important problem that has confronted this nation
problem of unprepared-nessince the Civil Vfar-t- he

Mr. and Mrs. A. Mandell have
! christened their baby girl Pauline
Ammons. Miss Pauline is hale

s.

The Lyceum Theatre
1

Show This CALL TO

ARMS

AGAINST WAR

Monday and Tuesday, April 3, 4.
Admission 50c.
All Seats Reserved.

mi

WORLD'S GREATEST BATTLESHIP NAMED NEW MEXICO
Dreadnaught No. 40 Which it Nearing Completion and
Which will be the Greatest Piece of Fighting Craft
Ever Constructed will be Named in Honor of the Sunshine State. Credit Due A. A. Jones.
new dreadnaught New
Mexico which is a sister ship t
the Idaho and Mississippi and
which it is expected will be
launched early in the fall has
been named New Mexico bv
secretary Daniels, is the latst
announcement. She will be o'
S2.000 tons displacement and is
the largest war vessel either
completed or projected by any
nation in the world. She will be
mounted with twelve 14 inch
50 cal guns, the type which the

The

increased 30 per cent, the actual
attendance 55 percent, the value
of school property Gl per cent,
and total expenditures for school
New
purposes S'J per cent.
Mexico varies in altitude from
3,500 feet to nearly 14.000. Her
climate and scenery are unsurpassed. There the Federal Government has established its
Invigogreatest Binatorium.

and hearty.
Eyer and Shumate have en
gaged in the cement contractin g
business. Their specialty will
be cement walks and pebble
dashing.
Washington E. Lindsey, U. S.
Commissioner and one of the
most prominent attorneys in
Portales, was a Clovis visitor
Friday.
A good time to make garden
and a good place to buy garden
tools is Barry Hardware Co.
Ed Snelling, the tonsorialist
who had a shop- in the Union Bar
building until the saloons were
voted out, is now with the Sanitary Shop.
A naval battle past all com
Dreadnaughts
in
prehension.
Torpedoed
death struggle.
Smashed! Destroyed! See The
Battle Cry of Peace.
F. A. DeOliveria and wife and
Mrs. Mersfelder, ofTaft. were
in the city snoping Friday of
last week. They formerly re
sided in this county.
Lawn Hose and Sprinklers.
Barry Hardware Co.
-

!

Some interior finishi ng is be
ing done at the Clovis National
Bank this week,
If you are against Preparednessif you favor Disarmament,
See The Battle Cry of Peace.
Messrs Carl Hamilton and W.
W, Hunnicutt are in Amarillo
this week taking the engineer's
examination.
The iron heel of the invader,
on Broadway, at your door, in
See The Battle
your home!
Cry of Peace.
W. L. Mansfield has purchased
a new Chalmers car from Miller
and Luikart. who handle the
Chalmers and Dort cars.

The New Store
Spring Footwear for Men
and Women.
Women's low heel, patent, strap effect Oxford with
$2.25
white enameled ornament on vamp, pair
Women's or growing girls patent and gunmetal,
$2 50
ankle strap Mary Jane's, at per pair
Women's patent pump, low rubber heel, white soles,
$2 85
large black riow on vamp, at per pair

S. D. Maddox, stenographer
for master mechanic Drake, left
the latter part of last week for
Arizona, where he has secured a
more profitable position,

Women' patent leather, and bronze pumps, with
$3.00
turn soles with the concave heels, at pair

Women's patent leather,
soft flexible turn soles, C

W. J. Martin and R. M. L.
Clark, of the northeast part of
the county, have been hauling
out lumber this week with which
to erect substantial residences.
T
A

faafr
bV U W

glasses.
the eyes

1--

and

M

pumps and strap effects,
D. and E. widths, ..$3.50

vlen's Kangaroo, gunmetal, and oils to kid Oxfords,
English and high toe lasts, sizes only 6 to 7
these are sample Oxfords and are worth considerable more, better see if we have your size before they
..$3.50
are all gone. Special price, per pair

nroapriha
W
Glasses I prescribe fit
avab
.IB

,

S

The Beacon Dress Shoe for Men, in gunmetal, vici,
and tan. high toe and English losts. button and lace
styles, C, D and E lasts, stnctlv union made, priced
$3 00. $3 50, $4 00 and $4 50
...
at

It

Dr. H. R. Gibson.
The two Clovis National Banks
in their statement of March 7
show deposits aggregating almost half a million dollars. This
is indeed a splendid showing for
a new town of this size.

J. N. Harvey returned Thurs
day morning from Cotter County
Texas, after an absence of some
time. H e reports conditions
good in that section though very
dry at present.

We are receiving new shoes every few days,
see what we have before buying.

JACK MAN'S
"The Store That Saves You Money"

W. G. Hahn was in from near
W. S Wit ters, wh' for sever i
Death and destruction shower
Texico
posi'ion
ns
the first of the week H
vears
has
the
h4i
ed Wall Street, Park Row, Times
will
appoint
an auction sale of farm
have
operator
been
here,
has
The
Square, Fifth Avenue. See
ing imolemenrs and stock soon"
Portales,
ed
station
at
airent
Cry
of
Peace.
Battle
;

Paris Texas has alrmut

ben

wiped out by fire. Twenty spven
Mr. and Mrs J. A. McCor lick blocks were destroyed entailing
who reside west of Havener, will h loss estimated at twelve million

leave in a short time for Dallas
and Denton County Texas, where
they will visit until sometime in
rated by breathing the ozone of November.
that climate, the individual is
New York shelled from sea
always "ready for action."
and sky! Panic! Terror! The
Armageddon!
ordinance experts consider the
Exodus!
See
most effective.
Cry of Peace.
Battle
The
A Mexican Hero.
In presenting the claims of
Housekeeper wanted by elderPress dispatches tell of a MexNtw Mexico in asking that the
ly gentleman on ranch, 25 miles
treat battleship be named after ican Hire. It was Andreas north of Clovis. Inquire at this
consul at
our state. Hon. A. A. Jons, Pereyra. Carranza
First Assistant Secretary of the Columbup, who during the Villa office.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stalker were
Interior and a citizen of New raid there saved the lives of
Mexico, wrote Secretary Daniels several American women and in the first this year to go to Heredoing so sacrificed his own. He ford on a fishing trip. They reas follows:
Mexico,
bv
told the Villa mt-- that al! in the port a big catch and a splendid
New
of
The State
reason of its area, natural re- hotel where the women were lo- outing.
sources and recent advancement cated were Mexicans and in the
Contractor Collins, who erect
properly takes her rank among dispute that followed, sufficient ed many of the new style bungathe great States of the Union. time elapsed for the women to lows in west Clovis last fall, has
In area it is larger than the escape, but Pereyra was found returned here from California.
whole of New England plus the to be shielding the Americans When they fail to find anything
States of New York and New and he paid the penalty with his better they all come back to
Jersey. The ascertained depos life. Such a man is nothing Clovis.
its of coal are greater by 55 per short of a hero. He knew the
The native Mexican, who was
cent than the total tonnage consequences would be death,
service at one of the
refused
wanted to save the
which the State of Pennsylvania but he
and who produced
shops
barber
originally contained. Last year women. The American people,
papers threatens
naturalizafion
of
more than 69,000.000 pounds
and especially the citizens of
before the
matter
bring
the
copper were mined in New Mex- New Mexico,
should erect a to
rights as
his
establish
courts
to
He
ico, and the output of that and monument to his memory.
citizen.
American
an
other base metals, as well as is worthy of it. The Albuquergold and silver, is increasing at que Journal, one of the state's
Mrs. Claude Miller, after a
an enormous ratio. During the most influential dailies, suggests brief visit with her husband
last fiscal year more than 6,000 that such action be taken. The here, has returned to Oklahoma
original homestead entries were News will start the list in Clovis City, to remain until school
made upon the public lands in with $1 00 and will see that the closes when she expects to bring
that State. This is about 10 per money is transmitted to the her family here and make Clovis
cent of the total number made Journal for the purpose men- their future home.
in 25 public land States. New tioned. Who will contribute to
P. N. Nysoe and family have
Mexico is the third largest pro- such a worthy cause.
to Pratt, Kansas where
removed
ducer of wool and ranks high in
given a new terribeen
has
he
the production of cattle. Since
Drug Company
by
tory
Potts
the
Hospital
Quarantine
the census of 1910 the value of Didn't
he traveled
concern
which
for
A man recently appeared at
her annurl farm crops has inyears.
many
for
section
in
this
creased 76 per cent. The great- the Santa Fe hospital, statin Their many friends here will reest irrigation reservoir in the that he thought he was taking gret to loose them from this
.
Dr. Miller, the phy
world is just being completed.
impound
charge,
sent him home community.
in
sician
reservoir
will
This
Tom Reagan has written to
water sufficient to cover t h e to await developments. In the
State of Rhode Island with a meantime, the city health officer adjutant General Herring offersheet of water more than 3 feet learning of the matter appeared ing his services in getting up a
deep. The Census Bureau esti- at the hospital with a "quaran- company of cavalrymen here for
mates that since the 1910 census tine" sign. The conversation duty in the Mexican campaign
place if needed. Tom has seen several
the population has increased that then and there istook
said not years service in the Army and
more than 23 per cent. In 1914, between the doctors
Anyway
all
printable.
the went through the Cuban
be
to
as compared with the eensus of
quarantined.
hospital
not
was
had
population
1910, the school
small-pox-

'

better

Model Five

Late reports state that
three persons are believed to
have burned to death

dollars.

I charge fifteen dollars for at
tending confinement cases in
Clovis and fifty cents per mile
extra where I go to the country.
A person living 10 miles out I
charge them twenty dollars.

It

Dr. H. R Gibson.
T. G. Bolls, who

t

recently came

here from Haskell county Texas,
was a caller at the News office
the other day. Mr. Bolls has
secured a sec tion of land near
Clovis. "This is a great country
and I am delighted with it,"
was about the way he put it.
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Touring Car

D0RT ONE - MAN TO?
Dort has equipped his car wilh a real

'
'

one- -

j

So limple In operation that it can actually be
raised or lowered while Iht car is in ntutiutu

w
Bj

3m

t

'1

i

Investtftttc the
port before you
buy a car

'

i

i

F. O. B. Flint, Mlchltfan
ThaLawaatPricafor a Quality Car

Ever see a submarine in ac
submerging, rising, dis
charging a torpedo? See The
Battle Cry of Peace.
Paris J. Craft and family and
Mrs. Billingsley and son went to
Hereford on a fishing trip the
first of the week in Mr. Craft's
new Overiana.
ine speeao- meter registered 146 miles on
the trip and the run was made
on Bix gallons of gas. They
caught dozens of big cat fish.
I treat ail diseases and dis
orders of women. No charges
for examination and consultaIt
tion.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
county
Walter C. Zerwer,
Sunday
from
clerk, returned
been
has
he
where
Texas,
Ennis
on business matters for several
weeks. Mr. Zerwer says that
the dry weather in that section
will be a serious draw back to
the cotton crop and much of the
seed is decaying in the ground.
tion,

Claude Miller, one of the proprietors of the
Auto Company, is improving
some of his property adjoining
the townsite of Clovis. He expects to fence the University
Heights addition and to plant a
thousand shade trees there. He
also owns two valuable additions
on the south side of the track,
which he is improving.
Miller-Luika-

rt

!5
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MILLE

--

LU1KART AUTO CO.

114 West

,

1st

Grand Ave

K. D. SHUMATE

D. H. EYER

EYER & SHUMATE
GENERAL CONCKKTti WORK

SIDEWALKS,

FLOORS, FOUNDATIONS
STUCCO

-

Honest work and a Guarantee bnck of Every Job.

Let ua furnish an estimate on your work
Clovis, N. M.

Phone 19.

Low Rate Colonist
Tickets
On March 25th to April 14th inclusive, the Santa Fe
Tickets to California
will have on sale Low Rate One-wa- y
r
and the Northwest, with liberal
156.
office
or phone
Inquire at ticket
stop-ove-

privileges.

L. R. CONARTY, Agt.

